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NOTE

ARCHIMEDE, LE PACTE, RAI CINEMA
DRAMA - 102’ -  2018

DIRECTOR: Matteo Garrone
Starring: Marcello Fonte, Edoardo Pesce,  Nunzia Schiano,  Adamo Dionisi
In the outskirts suspended between metropolis and wilderness, where the only law seems to be that of the 
strongest, Marcello is a small and gentle man who divides his days between work in his modest grooming 
salon for dogs, love for his daughter Alida, and an ambiguous relationship of subjection with Simoncino, a 
former boxer who terrorizes the entire neighborhood. Determined to reaffirm his dignity after an umpteenth 
oppression, Marcello will imagine revenge with an unexpected outcome.
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DOGMAN



        THE          STOLEN CARAVAGGIO



NOTE

BIBI FILM, RAI CINEMA
THRILLER - 110’ - 2018

THE STOLEN CARAVAGGIO
UNA STORIA SENZA NOME
DIRECTOR: Roberto Andò
STARRING: Micaela Ramazzotti, Renato Carpentieri, Laura Morante, Aessandro Gassman
Valeria, works as the secretary of a film producer and lives next door to her mother, Amalia, an eccentric and 
neurotic woman. She’s also the ghost writer for Alessandro a successful screenwriter. One day, Valeria receives 
a present from a stranger, a retired policeman: it’s the plot of a film. But that plot is dangerous, it tells about the 
mysterious theft of a famous painting of Caravaggio, occurred in Palermo in 1969. From that moment on, our 
ghost writer will find herself consumed by a relentless and reckless mechanism.
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NOTE

ARCHIMEDE and RAI CINEMA
DRAMA - 75’ - 2017

BLUE KIDS
DIRECTOR: Andrea Tagliaferri 
STARRING: Fabrizio Falco, Matilde Gioli
Brother and sister, inseparable but both lonely. An expected inheritance that suddenly vanishes. The border 
between consciousness of one’s own actions and total recklessness. An extreme gesture that will bring them 
on a road with no return.
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NOTE

RAI CINEMA - PEPITO PRODUZIONI AND VIOLA FILM
THRILLER - HD - 110’ - 2019

I’M NOT A KILLER
NON SONO UN ASSASSINO
DIRECTOR: Andrea Zaccariello
Starring: Riccardo Scamarcio, Edoardo Pesce, Claudia Gerini, Alessio Boni, Sarah Felberbaum
A man is walking alone in the last bits of darkness. It’s Deputy Police officer Francesco Prencipe, going to see his best 
friend, Judge Giovanni Mastropaolo. They haven’t seen each other for over two years. A two hour ride only for a few words 
and nothing else. A question. An Answer. That same morning the judge is found dead: a bullet in his forehead. Francesco 
is the last one that saw him alive. Only his fingerprints are traced in the house.  He only had time for the homicide. The 
prosecutor, who knows him well, his past, women, bad habits and other weaknesses, arrests him. His life flows in front of 
his eyes overlapping inconsistently in a desperate attempt to find the true killer, to the truth of an entire life.
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ROMANCE 
IN ROME



NOTE

BIBI FILM, RAI CINEMA
COMEDY ROMANCE - 87’ - 2017

ROMANCE IN ROME
MUN - METTI UNA NOTTE
DIRECTOR: Cosimo Messeri
Starring: Cosimo Messeri, Amanda Lear, Cristiana Capotondi
Martino, a young entomologist in a sentimental crisis, returns to Rome to find his beloved uncle. As soon as he arrives, 
his uncle asks him to babysitting the daughter of some friends. Once arrived at Linda’s home, the little girl, Martino 
finds out that along with her there is also Lulù, her eccentric and unpredictable grandmother. Everything becomes more 
complicated when Martino receives the phone call of Tea, an old love encountered by accident right that afternoon. 
The woman is in danger and asks him for help. Martino, excited about the idea of saving her, is forced to bring the 
grandmother and child into a series of adventures and misadventures, around a nocturnal Rome, seeking a new love.
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UGLY NASTY PEOPLE



NOTE

RAI CINEMA - CASANOVA MULTIMEDIA
BLACK COMEDY/DRAMA - HD - 86’ - 2016

UGLY NASTY PEOPLE
BRUTTI E CATTIVI
DIRECTOR: Cosimo Gomez
Starring: Claudio Santamaria, Marco D’Amore, Sara Serraiocco
The Gander, the Ballerina, the Crap and the Plissé, suddenly turn into the unlikely robbers for “the hit” that will 
give the final change to their lives. It doesn’t  matter if the first is without legs and his beautiful wife, Ballerina, 
has no arms; if Crap is a toxic Rasta and Plissé a dwarf rapper. These are just details. There are no obstacles 
for them. Only big dreams! Even when, after the robbery things get complicated and each of them of the 
unlikely band seems to have a “personal” plan not to share the loot with the others. All deceive everyone else 
mercilessly, in a swirl of dizzying chases, revenge, bloody executions and cross betrayals.
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 WE´LL BE YOUNG AND         BEAUTIFUL



NOTE

CSC PRODUCTION and RAI CINEMA
DRAMA - HD 92’ - 2018 -  Italian version with English subtitles

SAREMO GIOVANI E BELLISSIMI
DIRECTOR: Letizia Lamartire
STARRING: Barbora Bobulova, Alessandro Piavani, Massimiliano Gallo, 
Federica Sabatini, Elisabetta De Vito
Isabella still sings Tic Tac, the song that made her famous in the early nineties, when she was only seventeen. Her place is 
the Big Star, which has also become her second home. Her young son Bruno is her guitarist. The two are inseparable, they 
perform every night together and they share a ramshackle but happy life of unpaid bills and midnight strolls around the 
city. Bruno, however, dreams of a different musical career. Light touches of comedy and the music bring to life the slow but 
necessary separation between mother and son, a crucial and painful detachment. Just like the end of any other love story.
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WE’LL BE YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL





NOTE

RAI CINEMA - VIVO FILM
DRAMA - HD - 94’ - 2019

DAFNE
BRUTTI E CATTIVI
DIRECTOR: Federico Bondi
Starring: Carolina Raspanti, Antonio Piovanelli, Stefania Casini
Dafne is a witty young woman with Down syndrome, who is a spring of contagious energy. She is fiercely independent, but still 
lives with her parents, Luigi and Maria. Suddenly Maria dies and the family’s balance is shattered. Luigi falls into depression, 
tormented by the future, by the moment when he will leave his daughter alone… Thanks to her job and her lifelong friends, Dafne 
instead deals with the loss with the thoughtlessness of a child and the bravery of a young woman, and tries to shake her father 
up.  Until one day something unexpected happens: they decide to leave together for a hike in the mountains to the town where 
Maria was born. Along the walk, they will discover a lot about each other and they will learn together how to go beyond their limits. 
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LOVE and
  BULLETS



NOTE

RAI CINEMA - MADELEINE, MANETTI BROS. FILM
MUSICAL, THRILLER, ROMANCE - HD - 134’ - 2016

LOVE AND BULLETS
AMMORE E MALAVITA
DIRECTORS: Manetti Bros.
STARRING: Giampaolo Morelli, Serena Rossi, Claudia Gerini, Carlo Buccirosso e Raiz
Naples. Ciro is a feared killer. Together with Rosario, he is one of the two “tigers” who serve Don Vincenzo, “o’ 
re do pesce”, and his shrewd wife, Donna Maria. Fatima, a young nurse, is a dreamer. Their lives are worlds 
apart, but destined to meet once again.
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NOTE

RAI CINEMA - MAD ENTERTAINMENT
ANIMATED - 3D - HD - 86’ - 2016

CINDERELLA THE CAT
GATTA CENERENTOLA
DIRECTORS: Alessandro Rak, Ivan Cappiello, Marino Guarnieri, Dario Sansone
Cenerentola (Cinderella) grew up inside Megaride, a huge ship that has been anchored in the Port of Naples for 
more than 15 years. Her father, a rich ship owner and scientist, has died, taking to the grave the technological 
secrets of the ship and his dream of bringing the port back to life.
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NOTE

RAI CINEMA - PEPITO PRODUZIONI
DRAMA - HD - 103’ - 2016

TENEREZZA
LA TENEREZZA
DIRECTOR: Gianni Amelio
Starring: Elio Germano, Giovanna Mezzogiorno, Micaela Ramazzotti
Blended feelings between smile and violence.  A father and his unloved children: a brother and a sister in 
permanent conflict, a young and seemingly peaceful couple, and as witnesses, their children, unable to react. 
Two families in an unseen Naples, far from the suburbs, a bourgeois city where wealth risks to turn into tragedy 
even when hope is just at hand.
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FRIENDS     BY
   CHANCE



NOTE

RAI CINEMA -  IBC MOVIE
DRAMA - HD - 106’ - 2017

FRIENDS BY CHANCE
TUTTO QUELLO CHE VUOI
DIRECTOR: Francesco Bruni
Starring: Giuliano Montaldo, Andrea Carpenzano, Arturo Bruni
Alessandro is a 22-year-old turbulent and ignorant slacker from Trastevere. He has lost his mother when he 
was two, and has become the torment of his father who can’t imagine a future for his lazy and furious son. 
Giorgio is an eighty-five year old “forgotten poet” who lives in solitude and restraint in a flat on the Gianicolo 
Hill, with the only help of his landlady and friend.    
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FIORE

THE WAR 
OF THE YOKELS
LA GUERRA DEI CAFONI

DIRECTOR: Claudio Giovannesi
Starring: Daphne Scoccia, Josciua Algeri,  
Laura Vasiliu, Valerio Mastandrea

DIRECTORS: Davide Barletti and Lorenzo Conte
Starring: Claudio Santamaria, Ernesto Mahieux, 
Alice Azzariti, Piero Dionisio, 
Letizia Pia Cartolaro.

RAI CINEMA - PUPKIN PRODUCTION - IBC MOVIE
DRAMA - HD - 110’ - 2016

MINIMUM FAX MEDIA PRODUCTION
DRAMA - HD - 100’ - 2016

Daphne is a young girl in prison for theft. Within the walls 
of her confinement, she falls in love with Josh, another 
inmate. Males and females cannot mix at the juvenile 
detention centre where they are serving their time. As 
their love story develops and is nourished by secret letters 
and fleeting conversations through the bars that separate 
them, their prison sentences become much more than the 
denial of freedom. Fiore is a story about the strong desire 
of teenage love and its power to break any law.

In a small village on the eastern coast of Puglia, a continued 
war between the wealthy and the yokels starts over once 
again. The class division of the young adults gives life to a 
number of guerrilla acts but all is put on hold when Angelo 
falls in love with Mela.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT 
KARMA

RAI CINEMA - WILDSIDE
COMEDY - HD - 90’ - 2016

RAI CINEMA - INDIANA PRODUCTION
COMNG OF AGE / ROAD MOVIE - HD - 103’ - 2015

ORIGINAL ENGLISH VERSION

SUMMERTIME
L’ESTATE ADDOSSO
DIRECTOR: Gabriele Muccino
Starring: Matilda Lutz, Brando Pacitto, 
Joey Haro, Taylor Frey
The memories of that summer will last for a lifetime. 
Teenagers Maria and Marco are on a typical road-
tripthrough America, until they encounter an older gay 
couple. They will create a strong bond with the two and 
a great friendship will tie them together. The inner growth 
fostered by this experience will change the way they look 
at their lives forever.
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DIRECTOR: Edoardo Falcone
Starring: Fabio De Luigi, Elio Germano
Giacomo, an extravagant rich heir, deeply believes in 
reincarnation. 40 years after the loss of his father, he 
believes to see his father again when he meets  Mario 
Pitagora, a man far from being spiritual, interested only 
in money and heavely indebted. This absurd encounter 
will change the lives of both. A surprising comedy about 
friendship.

QUESTIONE DI KARMA



PERICLE THE 
BLACK

THESE DAYS
QUESTI GIORNI

PERICLE IL NERO
DIRECTOR: Stefano Mordini
Starring: Riccardo Scamarcio, Marina Fois

DIRECTOR: Giuseppe Piccioni
Starring: Margherita Buy, Marta Gastini, 
Laura Adriani, Maria Roveran, 
Caterina Le Caselle, Filippo Timi

RAI CINEMA - BUENA ONDA - LES FILMS DUE FLEUVE -  
LES PRODUCTIONS DU TRESOR
DRAMA - HD - 100’ - 2016

RAI CINEMA - 11 MARZO FILM - PUBLISPEI 
DRAMA - HD - 120’ - 2016

Pericle is a gang member who made a mistake during an 
assignment: as a result, he is on the run from his own 
boss and from another who he has angered. During his 
escape, he meets a woman who helps him out: they start 
a relationship, his first chance to break away from the only 
world he has ever known.

A country town. Between old walls, on nocturnal jaunts 
along the shore, in the enchantment of a brief trespassing 
in nature, we experience the life and expectations of four 
girls whose friendship is not born out of mutual interests 
or great ideals. They are tied together not by affinities but 
by habits, enthusiasms, contrasts and feelings cultivated 
in secret. Their connection is unique and unrepeatable, 
just like the few days they will spend traveling together, to 
escort one of them to Belgrade, where a mysterious friend 
and an improbable work opportunity are awaiting her.
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IN  COMPETIT ION



DON’T BE BAD
DIRECTOR: Claudio Caligari
Starring: Luca Marinelli, Alessandro Borghi, 
Silvia D’Amico, Roberta Mattei

RAI CINEMA - KIMERA FILM - TAODUE
DRAMA - HD - 102’ - 2015

RAI CINEMA - GOON FILMS
SCI-FI - HD - 118’ - 2016

A story set in the Roman suburbs and Ostia, a place where 
Pasolini gave life to his characters in all their suffering, 
loving and wandering. They were once called the “boys 
of life,” and we now see the modern version as we are 
transported to the ‘90s. Vittorio and Cesare are “brothers 
for life”. A life of excess involving drugs and alcohol. Each 
with his own spirit, both seeking affirmation. In search for 
a brighter future, Vittorio abandons Cesare, who’s on the 
verge of being sucked down. However, their bond is too 
strong, and when they meet again Vittorio does everything 
to try and help his friend.

THEY CALL ME 
JEEG
LO CHIAMAVANO JEEG ROBOT
DIRECTOR: Gabriele Mainetti
Starring: Claudio Santamaria, Luca Marinelli,  
Ilenia Pastorelli, Stefano Ambrogi
Enzo, an ex-con from the poor outskirts of Rome, puts his 
newfound superpowers to use furthering his career as a 
delinquent, a fact which makes the local crime bosses far 
from happy. When he falls in love with Alessia, an unstable 
girl who brightens her dark world with elements from a 
Japanese anime, Jeeg Robot, Enzo learns the value of 
helping others. But what price must he pay to become a 
hero?

NON ESSERE CATTIVO
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BLACK SOULS

LEOPARDI
IL GIOVANE FAVOLOSO

ANIME NERE
DIRECTOR: Francesco Munzi
Starring: Marco Leonardi, Peppino Mazzotta, 
Fabrizio Ferracane, Barbara Bobulova

DIRECTOR: Mario Martone
Starring: Elio Germano, Anna Mouglalis, 
Isabella Ragonese

RAI CINEMA - CINEMAUNDICI - BABE FILMS
DRAMA - HD - 103’ - 2014

RAI CINEMA - PALOMAR
PERIOD DRAMA - HD - 135’ - 2014

The rich story of a criminal family from the Southern region 
of Calabria plays out like a contemporary Western, where 
the call to blood law and an emphasis on revenge are 
commonplace and acceptable notions of justice.

The poet Leopardi is unlucky in love, but fortunate in 
friendship. He finds inspiration in the poverty and vitality 
of Naples, in the splendor of Rome and the magnificence 
of Florence.
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GREENERY WILL 
BLOOM AGAIN
DIRECTOR: Claudio Caligari
Starring: Luca Marinelli, Alessandro Borghi, 
Silvia D’Amico, Roberta Mattei

RAI CINEMA - CINEMA UNDICI - IPOTESI CINEMA
DRAMA - HD - DIGITAL 4K - 76’ - 2014

RAI CINEMA - PALOMAR
COMEDY - HD - 104’ - 2013

WWI, we are on the north-eastern front of the Italian 
Altipiano after the bloody battles of 1917. Our story unfolds 
in the arc of one night. Events follow one after the other 
without any kind of pattern, but each story told in the film 
is a true story. And since the past belongs to memory, 
everyone can recall it in their own way.

A LONELY HERO
L’INTREPIDO
DIRECTOR: Gianni Amelio
Starring: Antonio Albanese
With the disappearance of the notion of getting and 
keeping a job for a lifetime, the concept of “replacing” 
becomes the norm. Let’s imagine an unemployed man 
who would practice this “replacing” every day. So much 
so, that he would actually work beyond measure and his 
own way be a happy man. Our hero gets by taking on, for 
a few hours at a time, the roles of absentees who duck out 
from work for - more or less - serious reasons. Can being 
a replacement to fill the void left by others be fulfilling?

TORNERANNO I PRATI
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THE MAFIA KILLS 
ONLY IN SUMMER

VIVA LA LIBERTÀ

LA MAFIA UCCIDE SOLO 
D’ESTATE
DIRECTOR: Pierfrancesco Diliberto aka Pif
Starring: Pierfrancesco Diliberto aka Pif,
Cristiana Capotondi

DIRECTOR: Roberto Andò
Starring: Toni Servillo, Valerio Mastandrea, 
Valeria Bruni Tedeschi

RAI CINEMA - WILDSIDE
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 2013

RAI CINEMA - BIBI FILM
DRAMA - HD - 92’ - 2013

This alternately humorous and heartrending tale of the 
mob’s pernicious influence in Sicily. Arthur’s life and 
first love experiences are marked by the tragic events 
of the Mafia between the ‘70s and the ‘90s. His civil and 
sentimental education is the backdrop of this tender, but 
funny story with Flora, the love of his life. 

Enrico Oliveri, leader of the main opposition party is in the 
midst of a crisis and ups and leaves one night without a 
trace. The party leadership tries to keep it hush-hush, and 
so éminence grise Andrea Bottini approaches his twin 
brother. Although Giovanni is the spitting image of Enrico, 
he is diametrically opposite in character. Andrea decides 
to meet with him and ends up coming up with a risky 
plan. The Secratary suddenly reappears and is even more 
charming, poetic and lucid than before...
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CAESAR 
MUST DIE
DIRECTORS: Paolo and Vittorio Taviani
Starring: Cosimo Rega, Salvatore Striano

RAI CINEMA - KAOS CINEMATOGRAFICA
DRAMA - HD - 76’ - 2012

RAI CINEMA - CATTLEYA
DRAMA - HD - 129’ - 2012

The theater in Rome’s Rebibbia Prison. A performance of 
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar has just ended admist much 
applause. The lights dim on the actors and they become 
prisoners once again as they are accompanied to their 
cells.

ROMANZO DI UNA STRAGE
DIRECTOR: Marco Tullio Giordana
Starring: Valerio Mastandrea, Laura Chiatti
Milan, December 12, 1969. A huge bomb explosion at 
the Banca Nazionale dell’Agricoltura branch in Piazza 
Fontana causes the death of 17 and wounds 88. Police 
Captain Luigi Calabresi believes that anarchists were 
behind the massacre and many other similar attacks. The 
investigation leads to several arrests and more suspects, 
but one suspect mysteriously falls out a window at the 
police station. Was it suicide, or was he pushed?

CESARE DEVE MORIRE
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PIAZZA FONTANA 
THE ITALIAN CONSPIRACY



L’INTERVALLO

CORPO 
CELESTE

THE INTERVAL

DIRECTOR: Alice Rohrwacher
Starring: Yile Vianello, Salvatore Cantalupo,   
Pasqualina Scuncia, Anita Caprioli

DIRECTOR: Leonardo Di Costanzo
Starring: Alessio Gallo, Francesca Riso

RAI CINEMA - TEMPESTA FILM
DRAMA - HD - 102’ - 2011

RAI CINEMA - TEMPESTA - AMKA FILMS
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 2012

Set deep in Southern Italy, Corpo Celeste is a sensitive 
story unveiling the moral and religious layers that can 
smother adolescence. 13-year-old Marta is struggling 
to resettle after ten years in Switzerland. Bright-eyed 
and restless, she observes the city but feels very much 
an outsider. In the convention of the Catholic Church she 
takes catechism but confronts the morality of the local 
community beginning to shape her own life for the first 
time since moving back to Italy.

Naples, a boy and a girl have been locked up inside an 
enormous abandoned building. Veronica has spited a 
Camorra gang leader in her neighborhood. Salvatore has 
been forced to act as her jail-keeper. As the hours go by and 
the ogre is running late, the two youngsters play at being 
what they are for a day namely two lonely adolescents 
thirsting for affection. When the Camorra gang members 
finally show up at sunset, they’re even more violent and 
ruthless than the two had imagined.
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ORIZZONTI



THE CARDBOARD 
VILLAGE
DIRECTOR: Ermanno Olmi
Starring: Michael Lonsdale, Rutger Hauer

RAI CINEMA - CINEMA UNDICI
DRAMA - HD - 87’ - 2011

RAI CINEMA - ORKESTRA ENTERTAINMENT - ALTRI OCCHI
DRAMA - HD - 94’ - 2011

It’s the old priest, for many years the parish priest of that 
church which is no longer needed and is being dismantled. 
It’s useless to try to object: nothing can stop the course of 
events that the advent of the new realities are imposing 
on history. Nevertheless, faced with the ruin of his church, 
the old priest perceives the arising of a new insight that 
supports him.

LITTLE IDEAS
LE PICCOLE IDEE
DIRECTOR: Giacomo Faenza
Starring: Angelo Giotta, Luisa Mauri, 
Mara Romani, Mario Vigiak, Luca D’Alessandro, 
Gea Dall’Orto
During a time of economic crisis, unexpected problems 
arise in lives of four Italian families. With the help of little 
ideas they find unconventional and original solutions to 
address their respective emergencies. The film is divided 
into four episodes, each dealing with a different family and 
their particular experiences.

IL VILLAGGIO DI CARTONE
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NOTE

FAIRYTALE

NEVERLAKE

DIRECTORS: Christian Bisceglia, 
Ascanio Malgarini
Starring: Harriet Mac Masters Green, 
Sabrina Jolie Perez, Jarreth Mertz, Matt Patresi

DIRECTOR: Riccardo Paoletti
Starring: Daisy Keeping, David Brandon, 
Joy Tanner, Anna Dalton

RAI CINEMA - ONEMORE PICTURES
THRILLER - HD - 90’ - 2012
ENGLISH ORIGINAL VERSION

ONEMORE PICTURES SRL
THRILLER - HD - 86’ - 2013
ENGLISH ORIGINAL VERSION

After her divorce, Sophia decides to move to Latina 
together with little Helena. The new house is located inside 
an austere building of the fascist age. It hides a mysterious 
closet and has dark secrets. After the loss of Helena’s first 
baby tooth, their nightmare begins. Helena is obsessed 
with the Tooth Fairy and her mother watches powerlessly 
as events worsen.

With ingredients ranging from ghost-story to horror, 
unexpected twists and supernatural atmospheres, 
Neverlake tells the story of a English teenager who goes to 
visit her father in Italy. She suddendly finds herself involved 
in the dreadfull mystery behind a collection of Etruscan 
statues. The story begins from the legend of the Lake of 
Idols, sacred to the Etruscans, who believed it to have 
healing properties. Throwing into it bronze representions 
of sick people or body parts that needed to be cured. 
Evidence of the artifacts are preserved in many museums 
such as the Louvre, Baltimore and St. Petersburg.
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RIGHT ON TARGET, 
BABY

UN AMORE COSÌ 
GRANDE

UN FIGLIO A TUTTI I COSTI

THE START UP
START UP

A.C. PRODUCTION
ROMANCE - 106’ - 2018

DIRECTOR: Cristian De Mattheis
STARRING: Giuseppe Maggio, Francesca Loy
Vladimir’s grew up in the freezing Russian streets. He lives 
a hand-to-mouth life, in order to look after his ill mother. In 
Vladimir’s life, there is no place for any other person except his 
mother Costanza. In the past, the woman was a great soprano 
and she shared her passion and her singing talent with her 
son. However, the boy shuns his gift, because it reminds him 
of his mother’s unhappiness. She abandoned her career when 
Vladimir’s father left her and their newborn baby. 

RAI CINEMA - 35MM and EASY CINEMA
COMEDY - HD - 90’ - 2018

DIRECTOR: Fabio Gravina 
Starring: Fabio Gravina, Roberta Garzia, 
Ivano Marescotti
An ironic exploration of a very serious subject: the difficulties 
encountered by a couple in their forties as they try to fulfil their 
deepest wish of becoming parents. Orazio and Anna’s situation is 
a very contemporary one: the couple is in the position of starting 
a family at an age when conceiving a child can be anything but 
straightforward.

RAI CINEMA - CASANOVA MULTIMEDIA
DRAMA - HD - 97’ - 2017

DIRECTOR: Alessandro D’Alatri
Starring: Andrea Arcangeli, Paola Calliari, 
Matilde Gioli, Massimiliano Gallo
Inventing an app and making it big! This is exactly what happens to 
18-year-old Matteo Achilli from Rome who, feeling exasperated as 
life again treats him badly, invents a social network that provides 
an innovative way to search and apply for jobs. At the start no one 
really takes him seriously, and it’s not long before the vultures are 
circling overhead to take advantage. But then comes the turning-
point. Overnight, Matteo gains both popularity and wealth and his 
start-up receives thousands of subscribers. 
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YOUNG, FIT... AND 
ALMOST GOOD LOOKING
CI VUOLE UN FISICO

RAI CINEMA - CSC PRODUCTION
COMEDY - HD - 80’ - 2017

DIRECTOR: Alessandro Tamburini
Starring: Anna Ferraioli Ravel, Alessandro 
Tamburini, Francesca Valtorta, Niccolò Senni
Alessandro and Anna met by chance. Same night, different tables, both 
on a date in a lovely restaurant but it was a no-show and the destiny 
intercedes. At first Alessandro cannot stand that unattractive and nosy 
girl, but during a night full of mishaps, discussions, frenetic dancing 
and other adventures he will get to know her better. Alessandro will 
also learn more about himself. 

MY OWN KIDNAPPING
CHI M’HA VISTO

RAI CINEMA - IBLAFILM -
R.O.S.A. PRODUCTION - RODEO DRIVE
COMEDY - HD - 100’ - 2017

DIRECTOR: Alessandro Pondi
Starring: Pierfrancesco Favino, 
Giuseppe Fiorello, Mariela Garriga
Martino is a very good guitarist and works with the very best 
of Italian musical groups, only nobody noticed him. He’s the 
last one that gets on stage and his place is in the back, behind 
everybody else. This is show biz, you get famous because 
you appear and not for how good you are. So one day Martino 
decides to finally get in the spotlight and organizes his own 
kidnapping...

NOT FOR THE YOUNG
NON È UN PAESE PER GIOVANI

RAI CINEMA - PACO CINEMATOGRAFICA 
NEO ART PRODUCCIONES
DRAMA - HD - 105’ - 2017

DIRECTOR: Giovanni Veronesi
Starring: Filippo Scicchitano, Giovanni Anzaldo,
Sara Serraiocco
Sandro, in his early twenties, is very polite yet a little unsure 
of himself . Luciano on the other hand is bold and sharp but 
has a mysterious dark side to him. They meet at a restaurant 
where they both work as waiters. Like many of their peers, 
Sandro and Luciano have the feeling Italy has little to offer 
and  decide to seek their fortune together in Cuba, the new 
frontier of hope where anything is still possible...
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LET YOURSELF GO!

AT WAR FOR LOVE

LASCIATI ANDARE

TWO STEPMOMS
NEMICHE PER LA PELLE

RAI CINEMA  - WILDSIDE
COMEDY - HD - 100’ - 2016

DIRECTOR: Pif
Starring: Pif, Miriam Leone, Andrea Di Stefano, 
Stella Egitto, Maurizio Marchetti
New York 1943. In a luxurious restaurant a Sicilian emigrant 
Arturo falls in love with Flora. Arturo and Flora dream to get 
married but need her father’s blessing. Without any means, 
Arturo enrolls the US Army and embarks to Sicily, where 
Flora’s father lives. An adventurous and romantic journey that 
unfolds the complexity of organized crime in its early days.

RAI CINEMA - CATTLEYA
COMEDY - HD - 100’ - 2016

DIRECTOR: Francesco Amato
Starring: Toni Servillo, Verónica Echegui,  
Carla Signoris, Luca Marinelli
Elia is a Jewish psychoanalyst from a purely Freudian school of 
thought. Due to his austere and detached manner, he is reputed 
for immediately generating awe in his patients. Elia lives alone in 
a flat on the same floor as his ex-wife Giovanna, with whom he is 
still secretly in love. After a minor illness, his doctor prescribes an 
iron-rich diet and physical activity to lose a few extra kilos. That is 
how he chances upon Claudia, a personal trainer with the cult of 
physique but clearly not of the mind... 

RAI CINEMA - BIANCA FILM
COMEDY - HD - 92’ - 2016

DIRECTOR: Luca Lucini
Starring: Margherita Buy, Claudia Gerini,  
Giampaolo Morelli, Paolo Calabresi
Lucia and Fabiola, two women with a different lifestyle and 
characters, have known each other for a very long time! For years, in 
fact, they fought for Paolo’s love and affection. The unlucky death of 
their ex-husband seem to be the last moment they will must share, 
but Paolo left a letter in the hands of his attorney where he exhorts 
the two ladies to look after a young boy… together! Paolo Jr is 
the exhusband’s son, conceived with someone unknown, in some 
unknown place.
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THE COMPLEXITY 
OF HAPPINESS
LA FELICITÀ È UN SISTEMA COMPLESSO

RAI CINEMA - PUPKIN PRODUCTION - 
IBC MOVIE
DRAMA - HD - 118’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Gianni Zanasi
Starring: Valerio Mastandrea, Hadas Yaron
As a “special consultant” Enrico Giusti’s job is to convince 
executives to sell the businesses they have inherited. In order to 
avoid bankruptcy and having to lay off employees these young 
and very spoiled offspringss  are persuaded to sell their respective 
companies to a leading financial group. Enrico is at ease with his 
role until when he meets his  brother’s ex-girlfriend and the two 
young heirs who have recently become orphans…

THE PLOY
LA MACCHINAZIONE

PROPAGANDA ITALIA - TO BE CONTINUED 
THRILLER - HD - 112’ - 2016

DIRECTOR: David Grieco
Starring: Massimo Ranieri
In the summer of ’75, Pier Paolo Pasolini is editing one of his 
most controversial movies “Salò” and is writing his last novel 
“Petrolio”. One night, the negatives of “Salò” get stolen from the 
lab where he is editing it. This is just the first step of an intricate 
plan that will bring, systematically, the great poet to his violent 
death. Soundtrack “Atom Hearth Mother Suite” by Pink Floyd.

THERE IS A LIGHT
PADRE D’ITALIA

RAI CINEMA - BIANCA FILM
DRAMA - HD - 93’ - 2016

DIRECTOR: Fabio Mollo
Starring: Luca Marinelli, Isabella Ragonese
Paolo is a skeptical thirty-year-old young man. Mia is a back-
up singer in a band. Paolo is looking to understand himself, 
his identity and his sexuality. Mia has a shocking sexual life 
that is clearly defined. The two meet by coincidence one night 
in a gay club in Turin. It’s the beginning of an on-the-road 
journey throughout Italy looking for the father of the baby girl 
Mia is carrying within.
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ARIANNA

ANNA

CHLORINE
CLORO

RAI CINEMA - BUENA ONDA - ESKIMO - FIGLI DEL BRONX - GAUNDRI - BEA 
PRODUCTION COMPANY - MINERVA PICTURES GROUP 

DRAMA - HD - 117’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Giuseppe M. Gaudino
Starring: Valeria Golino, Massimiliano Gallo
Anna has lived in Naples for forty years. Or maybe, judging by the 
demons that surround her, she’s already in hell. She was a bold 
and brave little girl, today she is a sensitive and much too tolerant 
woman, a prisoner of family duties. A job and a new love give her the 
chance to find herself again, to begin living far from her nightmares.

RAI CINEMA - RING FILM
DRAMA - GENDER-THEMED - HD - 84’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Carlo Lavagna
Starring: Ondina Quadri, Massimo Popolizio
At the age of nineteen, Arianna still hasn’t had her first period. 
The hormones that her gynaecologist has prescribed don’t 
seem to have any effect on her development. In the heat 
of the silent summer afternoons she spends in the family’s 
hunting lodge in Tuscany, she starts inquiring about her 
body and her past, to finally face with the true nature of her 
sexuality and her true identity.

RAI CINEMA - ANG FILM - ASMARA FILMS
DRAMA - HD - 94’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Lamberto Sanfelice
Starring: Sara Serraiocco, Ivan Franek,
Giorgio Colangeli
Seventeen-year-old Jenny lives in Ostia, a seaside town near Rome, 
and dreams of being a synchronized swimmer. But after her mother’s 
death and her father’s ensuing nervous breakdown, her family is forced 
to relocate to a remote mountain village, where Jenny drops out of 
school to work as a maid at a nearby ski resort to support her younger 
brother. Sneaking into the hotel pool, she clings to some semblance of 
her dream, but with her father showing no sign of recovery, Jenny’s 
“temporary” circumstances appear increasingly permanent.
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ALL THE GIRLS WANT HIM
TUTTE LO VOGLIONO

RAI CINEMA - LMG - IIF
COMEDY - HD - 85’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Alessio Maria Federici
Starring: Enrico Brignano, Vanessa Incontrada,  
Giulio Berruti, Michela Andreozzi
Giovanna, Carla, Francesca, Chiara. What do these four women have 
in common? What little detail is making each of their their lives 
secretly imperfect? And what feminine mystery is so unspeakably 
private? Whatever it is, all of them want it. A food designer, her first 
love and a dog groomer are the characters of this happily shameless 
comedy which takes on a subject about women that no one has ever 
dared to address.

I’M 
(ENDLESS LIKE THE SPACE)

RAI CINEMA - A.T.C.
DRAMA - 3D - HD - 112’ - 2017

DIRECTOR: Anne Riitta Ciccone
Starring: Barbora Bobulova, 
Mathilde Bundschuh, Guglielmo Scilla
Jessica, a 17 years old girl lives in a strange world, a lace 
that could be our world maybe in a near future or an alternate 
dimension. The point is that, wathever the nature of her world 
may be, her problems are the very same of our world.

SOMEWHERE AMAZING
IN UN POSTO BELLISSIMO

RAI CINEMA - BIANCA FILM
DRAMA - HD - 100’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Giorgia Cecere
Starring: Isabella Ragonese, Alessio Boni,  
Faysal Abbaoui, Tatiana Lepore, Paolo Sassanelli
A beauteous depiction of a woman’s life and gradual liberation. 
Lucia has long been married to Andrea and is fully occupied 
by raising their son and her work in a flower shop. Everything 
is turned on its head when she discovers that Andrea has 
betrayed her. Lucia is forced to ransack her conscience and 
everything that her existence has been. Slowly she builds up 
her life again, and then she meets Ahmed, a newly arrived 
refugee selling odds and ends on the street.
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THE DINNER

BORDER

I NOSTRI RAGAZZI

LATIN LOVER
START UP

MEMO FILMS
DRAMA - HD - 95’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Alessio Cremonini
Starring: Wasim Abo Azan, Sara El Debuch, 
Dana Keilani
Based on a true story. When two sisters learn that a member 
of their family has decided to desert the Syrian Army and join 
the Free Army, they must embark on a hazardous journey 
to Turkey seeking freedom and survival, in this powerful 
account of contemporary Syria.

RAI CINEMA - RODEO DRIVE
DRAMA - HD - 94’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Ivano De Matteo
Starring: Alessandro Gassmann, Giovanna Mezzogiorno, 
Luigi Lo Cascio, Barbora Bobulova
A provocative film about two brothers of opposite character who 
make opposite life choices. Massimo is a trendy lawyer and Paolo 
is a pediatrician. Their wives are constantly in conflict, but the 
couples have been meeting once a month for many years in a 
luxury restaurant just to respect tradition. Their conversation always 
surface and meaningless. 

RAI CINEMA - LUMIÈRE & CO.
DRAMA - HD - 104’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Cristina Comencini
Starring: Virna Lisi, Marisa Paredes, 
Angela Finocchiaro, Candela Pena, Valeria Bruni Tedeschi, 
Pihla Vitaala, Francesco Scianna, Neri Marcorè
The late Saverio Crispo was Italy’s greatest movie star and a 
womanizer. His 5 daughters from 5 different mothers in different 
parts of the world gather in his hometown on the 10th anniversary 
of his death. Crushed by their father’s legacy, the 5 daughters are 
like strangers, but on this occasion they get to know each other as 
they learn an unsettling truth about their father.
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MY DAUGHTER’S 
FIRST TIME
LA PRIMA VOLTA DI MIA FIGLIA

RAI CINEMA - ASCENT FILM - DEAN FILM
COMEDY - HD - 86’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Riccardo Rossi
Starring: Riccardo Rossi, Anna Foglietta, 
Stefano Fresi
When Alberto discovers that his fifteen-year-old daughter is about to 
make love for “the first time”, he devises a plan: a dinner, where his 
friend Marina will help Bianca to better understand and, he hopes, 
postpone her decision - but unexpected guests change the dynamic. 
Roles and age differences fade as each describes their first time. 
Alberto and Bianca’s relationship will be forever changed.

MY ONE AND ONLY 
LOVE
IO CHE AMO SOLO TE

RAI CINEMA - LMG - IIF
ROMANCE - COMEDY - HD - 102’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Marco Ponti
Starring: Riccardo Scamarcio, Laura Chiatti, 
Michele Placido, Maria Pia Calzone, 
Luciana Littizzetto
A comedy set in a small seaside town in the South of Italy. It’s about 
a wedding between the daughter of a woman and the son of a man 
who in their youth we unable to get married.

OPPOSITES ATTRACT
POLI OPPOSTI

RAI CINEMA - RODEO DRIVE
ROMANCE - COMEDY - HD - 93’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Max Croci
Starring: Luca Argentero, Sarah Felberbaum, 
Giampaolo Morelli, Elena Di Cioccio, Stefano Fresi
Stefano and Claudia are two professionals whose jobs couldn’t be 
more different. He’s a recently separated couples’ therapist, and 
she’s a single mom working as a divorce lawyer. With each working 
from a home office that happens to be across the hall from one 
another, chance encounters and collisions become inevitable. From 
the start we see the forces of attraction and dislike play upon them. 
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A GOLDEN BOY

DEAD UNCLE

UN RAGAZZO D’ORO

ROSSO MILLE MIGLIA

COMBO PRODUZIONI
COMEDY - HD - 97’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Antonio Manzini
Starring: Libero De Rienzo, Pietro Sermonti
Christian has no job and no hope of finding one. All he wants 
is a lucky break. He thinks he’s got one when the local mob 
bosses ask him to run a car packed with cocaine from Rome 
to Liechtenstein. Christian and his best friend and accomplice 
seek out an old drug guru for advice on how to avoid being 
busted at checkpoints. The trick? For a start, they’ll need 
some jaguar pee to cover up the scent.

DUEA FILM - COMBO PRODUZIONI
DRAMA - HD - 102’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Pupi Avati
Starring: Riccardo Scamarcio, Sharon Stone,
Cristiana Capotondi, Giovanna Ralli
Davide is a copywriter who dreams of writing something good 
and true - unlike his father, who only wrote bad comedies 
until his mysterious death. After leaving his job and girlfriend, 
Davide searches for his father’s unpublished autobiography. 
Finding nothing, he decides to write the book himself, his one 
true masterpiece, a journey into his father’s world of artistic 
frustrations and impossible love.

RAI CINEMA - LUCERE FILM 
DRAMA - HD - 92’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Claudio Uberti
Starring: Martina Stella, Fabio Troiano, 
Remo Girone
It’s the beginning of a mysterious and enchanted adventure 
that, going backwards in time, leads to the revelation of the 
secret between two friends and to the unfolding of a truth 
which has remained uncomfortable for too long. An eager 
journalist and a passionate mechanic embroider the pieces 
of a story which brings back a jewel whose destiny is to shine 
in “the most beautiful race in the world”.
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ANOTHER SOUTH
UNA STORIA SBAGLIATA

RAI CINEMA - PALOMAR
DRAMA - HD - 105’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Gianluca Maria Tavarelli
Starring: Isabella Ragonese, Mehdi Dehbi,  
Francesco Scianna
Stefania is a humanitarian aid worker helping children in 
post-war Iraq. She is determined to escape the safety of the 
voluteer compound zone to travel to the city in search for 
answers. With a war-torn backdrop and through a complex 
tapestry of flashbacks, we follow her to discover who is she 
looking for and why?

DARKER 
THAN MIDNIGHT
PIÙ BUIO DI MEZZANOTTE

RAI CINEMA - IDEACINEMA 
DRAMA - HD - 98’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Sebastiano Riso
Starring: Davide Capone, Vincenzo Amato,  
Pippo Delbono, Micaela Ramazzotti
Davide is fourteen years old. His delicate and feminine looks don’t fit in with 
his father’s ideas of what a boy should be. Fleeing the constant conflicts at 
home, Davide takes refuge in the company of hustlers and outcasts who 
accept him as one of them. But his double life between the expectations of 
his family and his new friends becomes untenable, and Davide is inexorably 
pushed into impossible choices that he has to face alone.

REWINED
VINODENTRO

ALBA PRODUZIONI - MOODYPRODUCTION
DRAMA - HD - 100’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Ferdinando Vicentini Orgnani
Starring: Vincenzo Amato, 
Giovanna Mezzogiorno, Lambert Wilson
It all started with the first sip of wine Giovanni Cuttin had in his 
life, at the age of thirty-five. Can his subtle and secret passion 
driven by taste, smells and flavors lead this ordinary man to lose 
his soul? In order to taste exclusive and very expensive bottles, 
Giovanni goes from an honest man and loving husband to become 
a thief, a liar, a cheater and not to mention a star in the world of 
wine tasting. But could he also have become a murderer?
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A FIVE STAR LIFE

AS WHITE AS MILK, 
AS RED AS BLOOD

VIAGGIO SOLA

LA SANTA

RAI CINEMA - LUX VIDE
DRAMA - HD - 102’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Giacomo Campiotti
Starring: Filippo Scicchitano, Aurora Ruffino, 
Gaia Weiss, Luca Argentero
Leo is an ordinary sixteen-year-old boy. Time he spends at school is a drag, 
until he meets the new philosophy teacher. This young man is different. He 
encourages his students to live intensely and follow their dreams. Leo’s 
dream is Beatrice, the most beautiful girl in the school. The girl who has 
leukamia. Do dreams die? Is love any stronger than death?

RAI CINEMA - BIANCA FILM
DRAMA - HD - 81’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Maria Sole Tognazzi
Starring: Margherita Buy, Stefano Accorsi
Irene is in her 40s and has no husband, no children, and a job many 
people would dream of. She’s a “surprise guest”, the much feared 
client who arrives incognito to evaluate the standards of luxury 
hotels. In addition to her job, she has her sister Silvia who is married 
with children and always in a rush, and her former fiancé, Andrea. 
Irene has no desire whatsoever for stability, she feels free and 
privileged. Something happens however, that causes her certainty 
to waver... does her freedom actually border on solitude?

RAI CINEMA - PANAMAFILM
DRAMA - HD - 110’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Cosimo Alemà
Starring: Gianluca Di Gennaro, 
Massimiliano Gallo, Francesco Siciliano
In a small town in southern Italy, suspended in time and space, 
four strangers arrive for a desperate ransom from their sad lives. 
Dante, Gianni Agostino and Diego are four fools with the intention 
to steal the Saint statue of the town. But in a community where 
religion and ferocious superstition live in a precarious balance, 
reactions can be unpredictable, and very violent. It is too late 
when the four realize that they have made the biggest mistake 
of their lives.
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THE BALANCING ACT
GLI EQUILIBRISTI

RAI CINEMA - RODEO DRIVE - BABE FILMS
DRAMA - HD - 105’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Ivano De Matteo
Starring: Valerio Mastandrea, Barbora Bobulova
Giulio is 40 and leads an apparently peaceful life. He lives in a rented 
apartment, has a steady job, a car purchased in installments. He 
has a rebellious, but nice daughter, a sweet son who’s a dreamer, 
a wife he loves and to whom he is unfaithful. She discovers Giulio’s 
affair, leaves him and his fairy-tale life suddenly crumbles. But what 
happens to a couple who “dares” to separate from each other in 
this day and age?

THE LANDLORDS
PADRONI DI CASA

RAI CINEMA - FIRST SUN - RELIEF
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Edoardo Gabbriellini
Starring: Valerio Mastandrea, Elio Germano, 
Gianni Morandi, Valeria Bruni Tedeschi
Nothing is ever as it seems. And neither are people. Cosimo and Elia are two 
tilers in Rome who are commissioned by the singer Fausto Mieli to re-tile his 
house’s balcony. An accomplished singer, Fausto has chosen to retire bacuse 
of his wife’s grave illness. Moira is confined to a wheelchair. The couple lives 
withdrawn from the rest of the world in an apparently paradisiacal corner 
of the Tuscan-Emilian Apennines, but the tension between the singer and 
his paraplegic wife grows stronger, and so does the fight between the two 
brothers and the rest of the town.

THE TRIPLET
IL GEMELLO

AXELOTIL FILM - SETTEMBRINI FILMS
DRAMA - HD - 88’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Vincenzo Marra
Starring: Raffaele Costagliola
“The triplet” is Raffaele’s nickname. He is 29 and has two 
twin brothers. He has been in prison since the age of 15 for 
having robbed a bank. Raffaele is not a normal inmate, he’s 
charismatic and has a lot of respect from the other inmates. 
The Secondigliano penitentiary is his home.
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THE IDEAL CITY

COSIMO AND NICOLE

LA CITTÀ IDEALE

IT WAS THE SON
È STATO IL FIGLIO

RAI CINEMA - CATTLEYA - FASTFILM
DRAMA - HD - 104’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Francesco Amato
Starring: Riccardo Scamarcio, Clara Ponsot
Cosimo is Italian, Nicole French. They meet in Genoa, during the 
G8 protests in 2001. It’s love at first sight, and from that moment 
on they are inseparable, their intense love sweeping all else aside. 
Cosimo and Nicole are young free spirits. All of Europe is their home 
and music is their greatest passion. After bumming around for a 
while, they decide to return to Genoa, where they take jobs working 
for a friend who organizes concerts. Everything seems to be going 
fine, until a tragic accident threatens to destroy their love, forcing 
them to face choices that will mark their entire future.

RAI CINEMA - BIBI FILM
DRAMA - HD - 105’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Luigi Lo Cascio
Starring: Luigi Lo Cascio, Catrinel Marlon, 
Luigi Maria Burruano, Roberto Herlitzka
Michele Grassadonia is a fervent ecologist. For almost a year 
he has been carrying out an experiment in his apartment: 
trying to live in complete self-sufficiency, without having to 
use running water or electricity. One rainy night, Michele is 
caught up in a series of confusing and mysterious events. 
From this moment on, his happy experience of joyous 
integration in the ideal city will start to appear less certain.

RAI CINEMA - PASSIONE
DRAMA - COMEDY - HD - 90’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Daniele Ciprì
Starring: Toni Servillo, Giselda Volodi, 
Alfredo Castro
Nicola, the head of Ciraulo family, maintains the whole family on 
the outskirts of Palermo by selling the iron scavenged from scuttled 
ships. Their lives go by in relative tranquillity until a stray bullet 
kills young Serenella. Their grief is immeasurable, but a glimmer 
of hope for an economic upturn appears when Nicola applies for 
State compensation for victims of the Mafia. The mirage of receiving 
an enormous sum leads the family to spend the money before it’s 
collected. The Mercedes they’ve bought becomes a symbol of the 
Misery of Wealth, an instrument of ruin and defeat.
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BRIGHT FLIGHT
IL SOLE DENTRO

ALVEARE CINEMA
DRAMA - HD - 100’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Paolo Bianchini
Starring: Angela Finocchiaro, Francesco Salvi, 
Diego Bianchi, Gaetano Fresa, Fallou Kama,
Giobbe Covatta
It’s the story of a long journey of two Guineans boys Yaguine and Fodé. 
They wrote – on the behalf of every child and boy from Africa – a letter 
to “Their Excellences the members and responsible of Europe”. In this 
letter they’re asking for help to have schools, food and medicine. With 
their letter in their pocket, Yaguine and Fodé hide themselves inside 
the undercarriage of a plane directed for Bruxelles and, in this way, 
their extraordinary travel of hope begins.and a balloon.

ME, YOU, THE UNIVERSE
ALMENO TU NELL’UNIVERSO

RAI CINEMA - DANIA FILM
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 2011

DIRECTOR: Andrea Biglione
Starring: Giulia Elettra Gorietti, Giuseppe Maggio, 
Enzo Salvi, Maurizio Mattioli
Marco, a 20-year-old solitary soul who has a difficult 
relationship with his father, owns a motorbike, and is filled 
with anger. His friend Andrea is just the opposite, he’s outgoing 
and friendly, always looking for fun and girls to seduce. True 
love changes the lives of both. Andrea meets Dafne, a young 
dance teacher who makes him gradually give up his career 
as a “Don Juan”. 

THE ENTREPRENEUR
L’INDUSTRIALE

RAI CINEMA - BIBI FILM
DRAMA - HD - 94’ - 2011

DIRECTOR: Giuliano Montaldo
Starring: Pierfrancesco Favino, 
Carolina Crescentini 
Nicola, 40, is the owner of a factory he inherited from his father, on the 
brink of bankruptcy. Nicola is throttled by debts and banks, in Turin, a city 
plunged in the great economic crisis suffocating all of Italy. But he is proud 
and tenacious. He decides to solve his problems with no scruples, exactly 
like the finance companies trying to knock him out. His wife Laura is getting 
farther and farther. Instead of speaking frankly to Laura, he starts suspecting 
her. Everything collapses. Later on the firm, his marriage, and social success 
seem to go back to its place. But Nicola is keeping more than one secret...
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THE ITALIAN CONSUL

EVER BEEN TO  
THE MOON?

IL CONSOLE ITALIANO

LET’S DANCE
BALLA CON NOI

RAI CINEMA - PEPITO PRODUZIONI
COMEDY - HD - 119’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Paolo Genovese
Starring: Raoul Bova, Liz Solari, Nino Frassica, 
Sabrina Impacciatore, Neri Marcorè, Giulia Michelini
Guia is 30 years old, she works in a prestigious international fashion 
magazine, she drives a convertible, she travels by private jet and lives 
between Milan and Paris. She has everything, or at least she thought 
she had it all, until she finds herself in a remote village in Apulia where 
she bumps into Renzo, a handsome local farmer. She understands that 
the only thing that is missing is love, the real kind.

RAI CINEMA - ZEBRA X - ALBA PRODUZIONI
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 2010

DIRECTOR: Antonio Falduto
Starring: Giuliana De Sio, Luca Lionello, 
Anna Galiena, Franco Trevisi
Giovanna Bruno, the Italian consul in Cape Town, just prior to 
the end of her mandate is confronted with the most difficult 
case in her diplomatic career, when the young attractive 
black woman, Palesa Kubeka, turns up at her office asking 
for help in finding her partner, Italian journalist, Marco Borghi, 
who seems to have vanished into the air.

RAI CINEMA - AURORA FILM
DRAMA - 100’ - 2011

DIRECTOR: Cinzia Bomoll
Starring: Alice Bellagamba, Andrea Montovoli,  
Massimo Ciavarro, Sara Santostasi, Fiorenza Tessari
They are 20 years old. They have dreams to fulfill, obstacles 
to overcome. They have the energy of their feelings, the 
recklessness of their age, the uncertainties of someone who 
doesn’t know how tomorrow will be. They have different 
ideas, different skin colors, but they all share one great 
passion, dancing. 
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MOONWALKING DISTANCE
MAICOL JECSON

RAI CINEMA - 9.99 FILMS
COMEDY - HD - 84’ - 2014

DIRECTORS: Francesco Calabrese, 
Enrico Audenino
Starring: Remo Girone, Stefania Casini, 
Vittorio Gianotti, Vittorio Maria Neri, 
Cristina Marino
Andrea’s parents have left to go on holiday, taking advantage 
of their absence, he decides to skip summer camp and make 
love to his girlfriend for the very first time. Everything goes 
wrong and he finds himself forced to look after his younger 
brother and a weird elderly man. Despite his plans, he ends 
up being taken on an unexpected and wild adventure.

PARTLY CLOUDY 
(WITH SUNNY SPELLS)
TEMPO INSTABILE CON PROBABILI SCHIARITE

RAI CINEMA - PANORAMA FILMS
COMEDY - HD - 95’ - 2015

DIRECTOR: Marco Pontecorvo
Starring: John Turturro, Luca Zingaretti, 
Carolina Crescentini, Pasquale Petrolo “Lillo”
In a quiet town of Marche, a sofa factory is on the verge of bankruptcy 
when two friends make a discovery, OIL! This amazing incident sets 
off a series of explosive events. Friendships are broken, marriages 
and families are threatened and the whole town is in an uproar. 
Partly Cloudy is a bittersweet comedy; a sarcastic metaphor of 
virtues and vices in the light of contemporary Italy.

THE PENGUIN MOVE
LA MOSSA DEL PINGUINO

VIDEA - DAP ITALY
COMEDY - HD - 94’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Claudio Amendola
Starring: Edoardo Leo, Ennio Fantastichini, 
Antonello Fassari, Ricky Memphis, Francesca Inaudi
Bruno is a thirty-year-old man from Rome with a wife and an infant son. 
But he still hasn’t found his path in life. After his latest failure, which 
cost him most of his savings, he has an outlandish and bold intuition: he 
discovers the little-known winter sport of curling and decides to start a 
team to participate to the selections for the 2006 Turin Winter Olympics. 
And so it begins, the march of the Assault Penguins, a rag tag team 
ready to fight its way through a plethora of obstacles and improbable 
situations all the way to the podium. Will these underdogs make it?
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HAPPILY MIXED UP

DO YOU SEE ME ?

CONFUSI E FELICI

SO FAR SO GOOD
FINO A QUI TUTTO BENE

RAI CINEMA - IIF
COMEDY - HD - 106’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Riccardo Milani
Starring: Raoul Bova, Paola Cortellesi

Serena is an architect of extraordinary talent that in her 
adventurous search for a job, finds herself facing a crazy 
choice - to pretend to be what everyone expects her to be: 
a man... She meets Francesco and an intense relationship 
grows between them. They will be forced to share secrets 
and deceptions - because sometimes, to be who you really 
are, you have to pretend to be someone else!

RAI CINEMA - IIF
COMEDY - HD - 105’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Massimiliano Bruno
Starring: Claudio Bisio, Marco Giallini, 
Anna Foglietta
Even psychoanalysts may fall into depression! And Marcello 
knows, psychoanalyst and cynical scoundrel, one day he just 
decides to stay home and drop everything. But his patients decide 
to try, all together, to get him out of the crisis. The odd rescue 
team will do everything possible to cheer him up: managing to 
do so and helping him even become a better person.

D–VISION ITALIA
COMEDY - HD - 80’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Cinzia Bomoll
Starring: Alice Bellagamba, Andrea Montovoli,  
Massimo Ciavarro, Sara Santostasi, Fiorenza Tessari
Five young friends who have lived and studied together 
spend their last weekend together at the apartment. A place 
where long conversations, quick sex, studying and partying 
were the norm and where life’s important moments were 
experienced together. All this is about to end as they’ll have to 
take on responsibilities and go their separate ways. Some of 
them choosing to stay in their hometown, while others leave 
Italy to go work abroad. 
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...AND IT’S SNOWING 
OUTSIDE!
E FUORI NEVICA

CINEMA UNDICI - CHI È DI SCENA
COMEDY - HD - 94’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Vincenzo Salemme
Starring: Vincenzo Salemme, Carlo Buccirosso
Three brothers are reunited after thirty years when their mother 
passes away. Enzo, a lousy cruise ship singer, returns to the 
family’s hometown of Naples with the hopes of inheriting the 
family home. Stefano, an unemployed broker, is an anxious man 
who has struggled to balance looking after their ill mother, handling 
his complicated love affair with Nora and taking care of Cico, the 
mentally disabled third brother. 

A BOYFRIEND FOR MY WIFE
UN FIDANZATO PER MIA MOGLIE

RAI CINEMA - IBC MOVIE
COMEDY - HD - 97’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Davide Marengo
Starring: Geppi Cucciari, Paolo Kessisoglu,
Luca Bizzarri
Camilla leaves her beloved Sardinia and moves to Milan to 
be with her boyfriend Simone. After living together for two 
years, however, the couple starts struggling. During a couples’ 
therapy session, we understand the reasons that have led 
to the rift. Simone, tired of Camilla’s depression, ends up 
employing “Il Falco”, a play-boy on his way out, to seduce 
her, so that she will leave him. However, things don’t seem 
to go to plan...

THE ONLY CHILD BROS
FRATELLI UNICI

RAI CINEMA - LUX VIDE
COMEDY - HD - 89’ - 2014

DIRECTOR: Alessio Maria Federici
Starring: Raoul Bova, Luca Argentero
When the successful Pietro loses his memory, his childish 
brother Francesco has to become the adult for the first time. 
His domineering and superficial attempts to re-educate his 
brother are criticized by his neighbour Sofia. Meanwhile, a 
chance encounter shows Pietro that we can never forget the 
ones we’ve truly loved.
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SONG’E NAPULE

THE CHAIR OF 
HAPPINESS

WOMEN DRIVE ME CRAZY
PAZZE DI ME

RAI CINEMA - BIBI FILM TV
COMEDY - HD - 94’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Carlo Mazzacurati
Starring: Isabella Ragonese, Valerio Mastandrea
A treasure hidden in a chair; a beautician and a tattoo artist 
who fall in love while looking for it; a priest looming over 
them like a threat. Rivals at first, then allies, the three of them 
become the protagonists of an incredible adventure, between 
comic twists and misunderstandings.

RAI CINEMA - DEVON CINEMATOGRAFICA
COMEDY - HD - 114’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Manetti Bros.
Starring: Alessandro Roja, Giampaolo Morelli,
Paolo Sassanelli, Peppe Servillo, Serena Rossi
Paco is an unemployed pianist with a Conservatory degree living in 
Naples. His mother wants him to apply for a job with the police. The 
timing couldn’t be better as the police commissioner is looking for an 
officer to work undercover in Lollo Love’s music group. On the tracks 
of the dangerous Camorra killer “The Ghost” the ideal setting for this 
undercover operation is a Somma Vesuviana crime family wedding. 
The mob boss’ daughter is getting married and “The Ghost” is likely 
to attend. Paco ends up risking his life while playing music he hates, 
but unexpectedly this is a positive turning point for him.

RAI CINEMA - WILDSIDE
COMEDY - HD - 94’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Fausto Brizzi
Starring: Francesco Mandelli, Loretta Goggi
Andrea, the only man in a crowded family with only women has 
finally met the woman of his life – Giulia. Since none of his previous 
girlfriends have ever survived the explosive impact with his intrusive 
and devastating family, poor Andrea decides that the only way to make 
this relationship work is to lie and pretend to be an orphan. But the 
seven family members are ambushing him everywhere and his fraud 
is soon revealed. This is just the beginning of a long series of comic 
situations in which the unfortunate Andrea is doing everything to try 
and save his relationship. To what point is Giulia willing to resist?
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AWAY FROM ME
STAI LONTANA DA ME

RAI CINEMA - CATTLEYA
COMEDY - HD - 82’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Alessio Maria Federici
Starring: Enrico Brignano, Ambra Angiolini
As the best marriage guidance counsellor in town, Jacopo can 
bring any couple on the verge of breaking up back to conjugal 
bliss. The only case he can’t solve is his own. He’s been a jinx 
to every woman who has ever fallen in love with him. One day 
he meets and falls head over heels for Sara, a beautiful and 
ambitious architect. She falls for him too and is determined to 
stay with him and face the disasters. Can their love survive so 
much bad luck?

THE RED AND THE BLUE
IL ROSSO E IL BLU

RAI CINEMA - BIANCA FILM -
CINECITTÀ STUDIOS S.P.A.
COMEDY - HD - 98’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Giuseppe Piccioni
Starring: Margherita Buy, Riccardo Scamarcio, 
Roberto Herlizka
Against the background of a Roman school we follow the 
stories of a professor who has lost the passion for his job and 
is now being targeted by an expupil of his, a young temporary 
Italian Lit teacher who is doing his best and trying to “save” 
a very eccentric and rebel female student, and a very stern 
and irreproachable head mistress who is forced to deal with a 
strange student who has been forgotten by his mother.

VIVA L’ITALIA

RAI CINEMA - IIF
COMEDY - HD - 100’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Massimiliano Bruno
Starring: Raoul Bova, Alessandro Gassman,  
Michele Placido, Ambra Angiolini, Rocco Papaleo
What if some day a politician began telling the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth? The politician in question is Michele Spagnolo, 
a strong name, the name of someone in command. And he’s got three 
children: Riccardo, an upright physician who is socially committed; 
Susanna, a television fiction actress with no talent to speak of; Valerio, a 
power-hungry good-for-nothing who owes everything he’s got to his father. 
In over thirty years of honourable service, Michele has always placed his 
own personal interests before the good of the community; he has gone 
unscathed through the countless scandals that have plagued our country.
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A BOSS IN THE KITCHEN

ONE DAY MORE

UN BOSS IN SALOTTO

WANNABE WIDOWED
ASPIRANTE VEDOVO

RAI CINEMA - ITC MOVIE
ROMANCE - COMEDY - HD - 111’ - 2011

DIRECTOR: Massimo Venier
Starring: Fabio Volo, Isabella Ragonese, 
Pietro Ragusa, Stefania Sandrelli
Giacomo is a 40-year old manager who fails to fall in love, but 
one day he meets a girl on the bus and it’s love at first sight. 
The girl, after a brief chat, tells him that she has decided to 
move to NewYork for her job. Deprived of his daily pleasure 
Giacomo decides to go looking for the woman in New York...

CATTLEYA - WARNER BROS. ENT. ITALIA
COMEDY - HD - 90’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Luca Miniero
Starring: Paola Cortellesi, Luca Argentero,
Rocco Papaleo
Energetic, southern-born Cristina has finally managed to build 
a picture-perfect family life in a small town in northern Italy. 
However, her plans are turned upside down when her brother 
Cyrus, who she hasn’t seen in 15 years, is implicated in a trial 
involving the Camorra and shows up at her door, tattoos, gold 
chains, and all, to undergo his house arrest sentence at her 
family’s home.

RAI CINEMA - IBC MOVIE - 
PUPKIN PRODUCTION

COMEDY - HD - 84’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Massimo Venier
Starring: Fabio De Luigi, Luciana Littizzetto
Alberto is a young entrepreneur who has only managed 
achieve failure after failure. His big break came when he 
married Susanna, one of the richest and most powerful 
women in the country. Susanna, however, can’t stand her 
scoundrel and good-for-nothing husband and decides to let 
him drown in his debts. Alberto seems to have reached the 
end of his road when fate helps him, Susanna disappears in 
a plane accident. Alberto is suddenly a billionaire, but that 
dream doesn’t last very long...
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A LIBERAL PASSION
PASSIONE SINISTRA

RAI CINEMA - BIANCA FILM
COMEDY - HD - 91’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Marco Ponti
Starring: Valentina Lodovini, Alessandro Preziosi
An uncompromising left-wing idealist, Nina believes in what 
she does and is convinced of the need to fight for a better 
world. She lives with Bernardo, a young intellectual who 
seems destined to remain a promising young talent forever. 
The exact opposite of Giulio, scion of a wealthy business 
dynasty, arrogant and uncaring. Little wonder that his 
girlfriend is Simonetta, a bubbly blonde who struggles with 
the simple rules of grammar. Nina and Giulio have a chance 
meeting, and it is hatred at first sight. 

A SPECIAL DAY
UN GIORNO SPECIALE

PALOMAR
COMEDY - HD - 89’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Francesca Comencini
Starring: Giulia Valentini, Filippo Scicchitano
Gina and Marco are very young and determined to become 
“someone”. They meet one morning in some mystified Roman 
outskirts. She has an appointment with a politician that could put 
in a good word for her to enter the show business world, he is the 
driver that is supposed to accompany her to the meeting. It is the 
occasion they were both waiting for. The first day of work. A day that 
will drive them from the outskirts to the heart of the capital, during 
which time the two get to know each others. Still, the immediate 
future is lurking and ready to get them. But nothing goes as planned.

THE SWINDLER PRINCE

RAI CINEMA - CATTLEYA
COMEDY - HD - 110’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Alessandro Siani
Starring: Alessandro Siani, Christian De Sica,  
Sarah Felberbaum
Princess Letizia lives in the magnificent castle of a small princedom 
with her father the King and the Chamberlain Anastasio. The girl is 
frustrated: she’s being ignored by the gossip magazines and her 
subjects. The King orders the Chamberlain to prepare a plan to give 
people something to talk about. It’s an easy plot: she has to pretend 
to fall in love with Antonio, a Neapolitan professional moocher, 
create a scandal, and all the magazines will start talking about her. 
The plan is put into action: Letizia and Antonio meet “by chance”.
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THE WORST CHRISTMAS OF MY LIFE

100 METRES 
FROM PARADISE

IL PEGGIOR NATALE DELLA MIA VITA

THE WORST WEEK OF MY LIFE
LA PEGGIOR SETTIMANA DELLA MIA VITA

RAI CINEMA - SCRIPTA 
COMEDY - HD - 95’ - 2012

DIRECTOR: Raffaele Verzillo
Starring: Domenico Fortunato, Giorgio Colangeli
What could a priest do to spread the Word of God? A former 
champion to redeem a failure? A father to show his son he loves 
him? A man to save a friend? Carrying on a visionary project. 
Monsignor Paolini is an illuminated spirit, firmly convinced that the 
Church should ‘update’ its language. His childhood friend Mario is 
a former hundred-metre sprinter who has won everything in his 
career apart from the Olympic Games.

COLORADO FILM
COMEDY - HD - 90’ - 2013

DIRECTOR: Alessandro Genovesi
Starring: Fabio De Luigi, Cristiana Capotondi,  
Antonio Catania, Anna Bonaiuto, Dino Abbrescia
There’s just three days left until Christmas, and Paolo is his usual clumsy 
self, creating one mess after another, even with the big family reunion 
just days away. This year, the entire family will be gathering at the home 
of Giorgio’s boss, Alberto. During the holidays, through a series of errors, 
everyone is mistakenly left with the impression that Alberto has died…
and it’s Paolo’s fault! In the end however, its Christmas, and all is well, 
just as it should be, and outside the snow just continues to fall.

COLORADO FILM
COMEDY - HD - 93’ - 2011

DIRECTOR: Alessandro Genovesi
Starring: Fabio De Luigi, Cristiana Capotondi, 
Alessandro Siani
Paolo is 40, lives in Milan, has a job he likes and in one week, he’ll be 
marrying Margherita. She’s 30 and a vet, and as a dowry she offers her 
eccentric bourgeois family which lives in an austere villa on Lake Como. 
Uneasy with Margherita’s parents, or maybe due to the fact he’ll soon 
be pronouncing “I do”, Paolo finds himself in a series of tragically comic 
events that put the wedding at risk right from the beginning of the week. 
He turns to his best man, Ivano, for help, but it seems that anything he 
does to please her parents, turns into a catastrophic disaster!
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EASY
SCIALLA!

RAI CINEMA - IBC MOVIE
COMEDY - HD - 95’ - 2011

DIRECTOR: Francesco Bruni
Starring: Fabrizio Bentivoglio, Filippo Scicchitano
A father and son who are strangers to one another – both 
of them borderline, each in his own way – are forced to live 
together for a few months, during which they will learn a great 
deal from each other.

RAI CINEMA - IFF
COMEDY - HD - 107’ - 2011

RAI CINEMA - IFF
COMEDY - HD - 98’ - 2011

NOTE
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ESCORT IN LOVE
NESSUNO MI PUÒ GIUDICARE
DIRECTOR: Massimiliano Bruno
Starring: Paola Cortellesi, Raoul Bova 
Alice is a woman in her thirties who lives in northern Rome 
with her husband, a son and three immigrant housekeepers. 
Her life seems to have a silver lining, but it soon turns into 
a nightmare: her husband dies in an accident and she finds 
herself on her uppers. At this point Alice and her son are 
forced to move in with their butler Aziz. Alice comes up with a 
plan: it’s the oldest job in history.

EX: STILL FRIENDS?
EX AMICI COME PRIMA
DIRECTOR: Carlo Vanzina
Starring: Enrico Brignano, Tosca D’Aquino, 
Anna Foglietta, Alessandro Gassman
Agreements and disagreements, crimes and misdeeds, love 
stories of couples at risk whose life will crisscross for an 
incredible twists of fate for a moment, or perhaps forever, in 
this romantic comedy of errors where nothing truely is as it 
seems. An ironic portrait of history, or perhaps of emotional 
geography of nowadays. Because in the course of our lives, 
sooner or later, each of us is destined to become an “ex”.



RAI CINEMA - AURORA FILM 
COMEDY - HD - 93’ - 2011

MARTHA PRODUCTION -
VENTURA FILM - GUSTAV FILM

THRILLER - HD - 84’ - 2016

RAI CINEMA - INDIGO FILM
COMEDY - HD - 98’ - 2011
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BAR SPORT
DIRECTOR: Massimo Martelli
Starring: Angela Finocchiaro, Antonio Catania, 
Claudio Bisio, Giuseppe Battiston
In the main square of every Italian village, there is a “Bar 
Sport”. Much more than a meeting place or simple point of 
reference, it is the thriving soul of the locals. A melting pot of 
typical local characters and their often hilarious interactions. 

EYES SHUT
OCCHI CHIUSI
DIRECTOR: Giuseppe Petitto
Starring: Antonia Liskova, Michael Neuenschwander, 
Linda Mastrocola, Mia Skrbinac
Nicole is a loving mother and a devoted wife. Her alcohol addiction has 
haunted her for years and it has somehow undermined her husband 
Roman’s commitment to their marriage. Nicole’s 8 year old daughter, 
Lucy, is a lovely girl. However she’s suffering from some form of distress. 
The girl is often sad and her diaries reveal worrying speculations about 
life and death. When some inexplicable marks appear on Lucy’s body, 
Nicole understands that her daughter is in danger. Nicole will have to 
give up all her certainties in order to save her child. 

KRYPTONITE!
LA KRYPTONITE NELLA BORSA
DIRECTOR: Ivan Cotroneo
Starring: Valeria Golino, Luca Zingaretti, 
Cristiana Capotondi, Libero De Rienzo,
Fabrizio Gifuni
Naples. 1973. Peppino Sansone is 9, comes from a large and fairly 
chaotic family and has an older cousin, Gennaro, who thinks he 
is Superman. Peppino has a mum who has shut herself away in an 
incomprehensible silence and a father trying to distract him by giving 
him little chicks to keep as if they were pets. But when Gennaro dies, 
Peppino’s imagination rewrites reality and brings him back to life, as 
though his cousin really were the superhero he said he was. 



RAI CINEMA - DANIA FILM - 
PEPITO PRODUZIONI - SURF FILM - 
MANETTI BROS.
SCI-FI - HD - 82’ - 2011

RAI CINEMA - CASANOVA MULTIMEDIA
THRILLER - HD -111’ - 2013
ENGLISH ORIGINAL VERSION

TORMENTI

RAI CINEMA - BENDICO SRL
DRAMA - ILLUSTRATED FILM - HD - 79’ - 2011

DIRECTOR: Filiberto Scarpelli
A story of thwarted love and passion – dramatic and comic at 
the same time – set in Rome during the fascist “Ventennio”. 
The main character is the aged lawyer Rinaldo Maria Bonci 
Paonazzi, an alluring yet tragic figure who succumbs to an 
existential challenge to seduce a very young local girl who 
works at a dry cleaners. Her name is Eleonora Ciancarelli 
nicknamed Lolli, and she is the co-protagonist and off-screen 
narrator at the beginning of the film. But there are many 
surprises in store for Lolli...
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THE ARRIVAL OF WANG
L’ARRIVO DI WANG
DIRECTORS: Manetti Bros.
Starring: Francesca Cuttica, Ennio Fantastichini
Gaia, a Chinese language interpreter is called on an urgent 
and top-secret job. She meets Curti, a govt. agent devoid of 
scruples who needs to interrogate the mysterious Mr.Wang. 
But due to secrecy, the interrogation takes place in the dark. 
When the light is switched on, Gaia finall discovers the 
identity of Mr. Wang: facing her is a creature from another 
world. An encounter that will forever change her life. And that 
of the entire planet.

THE MERCURY FACTOR
QUALCOSA DI BUONO
DIRECTOR: Luca Barbareschi
Starring: Luca Barbareschi, Zhang Jingchu
A young Chinese woman, Xiwen, loses her only child to 
poisoning from adulterated food. She starts her personal 
battle, safe food by opening a restaurant in memory of her 
son. Matteo is a ruthless man, with a successful career in 
a company that is involved in food trafficking. They meet by 
chance and, surprisingly, fall in love. Their love is put to the 
test when their pasts are revealed.
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RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA
DRAMA - HD - 98’ - 1987

JULIA & JULIA
DIRECTOR: Peter Del Monte
Starring: Kathleen Turner, Gabriel Byrne, Sting
Julia, a young American woman, becomes a widow after of a tragic car accident during her honeymoon. Six 
years later we find her in Trieste, where everything started: a place of memories and broken hopes. In an 
attempt to recover parts of her life, she begins to experience a painful split between reality and imagination, 
between what is and what could have been. Julia’s mind, more and more confused, gets lost between these 
two worlds in an exchange of events and possibilities that lead her to murder and finally in isolation in a 
psychiatric clinic.
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TITANUS
DRAMA - 135’ - HD - 1955

NOTE

NOTE

RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA - DAIMO CINEMATOGRAFICA -  
ALBATROS FILMPRODUKTION
DRAMA - HD - 70’ - 1978

ORCHESTRA 
REHEARSAL
PROVA D’ORCHESTRA
DIRECTOR: Federico Fellini
Starring: Baldwin Baas, Clara Colosimo
Seized by iconoclastic fury, a group of instrumentalists 
dismiss the conductor, scatter the scores and knock over 
the music stands. But a threatening, destructive prospect 
suddenly materializes. Hurt and afraid, the instrumentalists 
come to order again at the command of the conductor’s 
baton.

THE SWINDLER
IL BIDONE
DIRECTOR: Federico Fellini
Starring: Broderick Crawford, 
Giulietta Masina, Richard Basehart,
Franco Fabrizi, Sue Ellen Blake,
Sergio Levinsky, Marcelo Auchelli
Aging small-time con man Augusto, who swindles peasants, 
works with two younger men: Roberto, who wants to 
become the Italian Johnny Ray, and Bruno, nicknamed 
Picasso, who has a wife and daughter and wants to paint. 
Augusto avoids the personal entanglements, spending 
money at clubs seeking the good life. His attitude changes 
when he runs into his own daughter, whom he rarely sees, 
and realizes she’s now a young woman and in need of his 
help to continue her studies.
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RAI DUE - POLYTEL INTERNATIONAL FILM
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 1981

OPERA FILM PRODUZIONE
DRAMA - HD - 120’ - 1983

THE MYSTERY 
OF OBERWALD
IL MISTERO DI OBERWALD
DIRECTOR: Michelangelo Antonioni
Starring: Monica Vitti, Paolo Bonacelli
A young queen, who resembles the Empress Elizabeth of 
Austria, witnesses the murder of her husband immediately 
after their wedding. She flees the court distraught, but the 
enemies of the crown hire as an assassin a young poet, 
Stanislaw, whose mission is to find and kill the queen. 
Instead, he and the queen fall in love and he urges her to 
return to the capital and reign, sacrificing his life to pre-
empt a scandal.

NOSTALGHIA
DIRECTOR: Andreij Tarkovskij
Starring: Domiziana Giordano, Milena Vukotic
A Russian writer is in Italy, looking for a new life. After 
three months travelling around Tuscany with Eugenia, his 
Italian interpreter, the two arrive at a small village. The 
writer is downcast, not having found what he is looking 
for. In the deserted streets, at dawn, hazy memories of his 
distant homeland come to mind. Unable to communicate 
with Gorciacov, Eugenia leaves him. But an encounter with 
elderly Domenico, considered a lunatic because of his 
strange ways, reveals to Gorciacov the secret of his own 
nostalgia.
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RED FILM - CINECITTÀ LUCE
DRAMA - HD - 105’ - 1968

PARTNER
DIRECTOR: Bernardo Bertolucci
Starring: Pierre Clèmenti, Tina Aumont, 
Sergio Tofano, Stefania Sandrelli
The troubled Jacob, with long hair and a messy beard, 
enters a house and kills a boy playing the piano. That 
same Jacob, or possibly another with the same name 
who wears bourgeois clothes and short hair, teaches at 
a drama school and is unrequitedly in love with a girl. The 
two Jacobs meet and decide to live together. However, in 
reality, they are already united, living one inside the other. 
They are each the partner of the other.

RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA - FILMALBATROS - ISTITUTO LUCE
DRAMA - HD - 85’ - 1996

THE PRINCE OF 
HOMBURG
IL PRINCIPE DI HOMBURG
DIRECTOR: Marco Bellocchio
Starring: Andrea Di Stefano, Barbora Bobulova
The main character is a general who ignores orders and 
launches his cavalry into battle ahead of time, despite his 
bravery he is courtmartialled and sentenced to death. In 
fear of death he tries to appeal and fight, forgetting about 
his rank and hero status, but when offered a chance to 
save himself, deeming it dishonourable, he reconciles 
himself with the verdict and willingly accepts his fate.
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RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA - FILMALBATROS - ISTITUTO LUCE
DRAMA - HD - 103’ - 1999

BALIA
DIRECTOR: Marco Bellocchio
Starring: Fabrizio Bentivoglio, 
Valeria Bruni Tedeschi
A doctor, Mori, chooses Annetta as the nanny for his first 
child. Annetta is a young woman he spots in a railway 
station amongst handcuffed subversives. Not just a “wet 
nurse”, Annetta is a woman with an inner life and her own 
story. Her relationship with the child will compromise the 
family’s stability, especially with the child’s natural mother, 
who in desperation will leave the house.

LA BALIA

CINECITTÀ LUCE
DRAMA - HD - 170’ - 1978

THE TREE OF THE 
WOODEN CLOGS
L’ALBERO DEGLI ZOCCOLI
DIRECTOR: Ermanno Olmi
Starring: Luigi Ornaghi, Francesca Moriggi,  
Omar Brignoli, Antonio Ferrari
Between the autumn of 1897 and the summer of 1898, 
four families pass their apparently peaceful lives in a 
farmhouse in the Bergamo countryside. The members 
of this community share a deep bond that leads them to 
experience together both the good and the bad that life has 
reserved for them. One day one of Menek’s clogs breaks 
and his father, Batistì, is forced to cut down one of the 
owner’s plants to repair it.
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ITALNOLEGGIO CINEMATOGRAFICO - CASTORO FILM
DRAMA - HD - 93’ - 1968

BLACK JESUS
SEDUTO ALLA SUA DESTRA
DIRECTOR: Valerio Zurlini
Starring: Woody Strode, Franco Citti,
Jean Servais
Maurice Lalubi, a rebel leader in an African country, has 
fallen into the hands of a group of white mercenaries. 
Lalubi can reclaim his freedom only by agreeing to sign 
a written retraction of his ideas. He doesn’t give it, not 
even under torture; meanwhile the heads of the local 
government try to find a way to dispose of him. Zurlini’s 
film presents the viewer with a double reading of third-
world Catholicism.

RAI UNO - FILMTRE - FILMS A2 -
MK2 PRODUCTIONS
DRAMA - HD - 120’ - 1986 -
ORIGINAL ENGLISH VERSION

GOOD MORNING 
BABYLON
GOOD MORNING BABILONIA
DIRECTORS: Paolo and Vittorio Taviani
Starring: Vincent Spano, Greta Scacchi
In the early 1900s Andrea and Nicola, sons of a Tuscan 
mason, emigrate to America to make money and save 
the family business. But America proves hostile land, until 
they trick their way to Hollywood, where they come to 
the attention of film pioneer D.W. Griffith. Now they can 
send for their father to bless their marriages. But the old 
man refuses, because they have interrupted the family’s 
craftsman tradition. Griffith himself explains that film-
making requires all the imagination and skill of a master 
artisan.
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B.R.C. PRODUZIONE SRL
WESTERN - HD - 96’ - 1967

DJANGO, PREPARE 
A COFFIN
PREPARATI LA BARA
DIRECTOR: Ferdinando Baldi
Starring: Terence Hill, George Eastman
Django is the head of the security guards who accompany 
the regular shipments of gold effected by several important 
banks in the East. The job is good, he is happily married 
and he counts among his friends a violent and ambitious 
man named David who is eager to become governor of the 
State. During an important gold shipment, Django and his 
wife Lucy are victim of a hold-up...

RAI DUE
FANTASY - HORROR - HD IN PROGRESS - 61’ - 1979

LA VÉNUS D’ILLE
DIRECTORS: Lamberto and Mario Bava
Starring: Daria Nicolodi, Marc Porel, 
Fausto Di Bella
Wealthy landowner Mr. De Peyhorrade uncovers a bronze 
statue of Venus on his property. 
Afterwards, De Peyhorrade asks an antique expert, named 
Matthew, from another village to examine the statue and 
confirm its wealth. Upon arrival, Matthew is striken with 
love by Clara, Mr. De Peyhorrade’s daughter-in-law, who 
bears an uncanny resemblance to the statue.

LA VENERE D’ILLE
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OSVALDO CIVIRANI - DENNER FILM
WESTERN - HD - 92’ - 1967

THE SON OF DJANGO
IL FIGLIO DI DJANGO
DIRECTOR: Osvaldo Civirani
Starring: Gabriele Tinti, Guy Madison, 
Ingrid Schoeller
During a stormy night Django is perfidiously murdered, 
and his son, wounded in the attempt of defending his 
father, is being mercilessly left behind by the mysterious 
killer, who puts the whole hut on fire. Just before passing 
out, the young Tracy, Django’s son, overhears somebody 
mentioning the name of Thompson. Several years pass, 
and the boy Tracy has become a real man determined to 
avenge his father’s murder...

ULTRA FILM - HESPERIA FILM
WESTERN - HD - 93’ - 1969

ALIVE OR PREFERABLY DEAD - 
SUNDANCE CASSIDY
VIVI O PREFERIBILMENTE MORTI
DIRECTOR: Duccio Tessari
Starring: Giuliano Gemma, Nino Benvenuti, 
Sydne Rome
Two estranged brothers, city gambler Monty (Giuliano 
Gemma) and Wild West farmer Ted Mulligan (Nino 
Benvenutti) inherit 300.000 Dollars from their late uncle, 
on condition that they endure to live together for six 
months. The two start a fight over everything, and trouble 
begins as soon as Monty arrives in Ted’s hometown...

NOTE
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TITANUS
COMEDY - HD - 100’ - 1955

EGUILUZ FILMS - HAPE-FILM COMPANY GMBH - TRITONE 
CINEMATOGRAFICA

WAR - HD - 93’ - 1969

LEGION 
OF THE DAMNED
DIRECTOR: Umberto Lenzi
Starring: Curd Jurgens, Jack Palance, 
Thomas Hunter
Irish Colonel Charlie McPhearson has just had his platoon 
of twentyeight slaughtered by German troops. Angered at 
his superiors for this suicide mission, he takes convicts 
on his next, along with fornicating American explosives 
technician Major Burke, to defuse underwater mines 
so that a commando squado can prepare for a June 10 
invasion to destroy a tank gun.

LA LEGIONE DEI DANNATI

THE SIGN OF VENUS
IL SEGNO DI VENERE
DIRECTOR: Dino Risi
Starring: Sophia Loren, Franca Valeri, 
Vittorio De Sica
This is the story of two girls who are cousins: Agnes, a 
sexy, full-blooded, statuesque beauty and Cesira, a plain, 
dreamy, emotional girl. The young ladies live with Agnes 
father and a fussy old aunt who lives in a constant fear that 
one of her charges might “get herself in trouble”. A wowan 
of doubtful morality, who also reads horoscopes, informs 
Cesira that she is under the “Sign of Venus” and will soon 
meet the great love of her life...
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RAI
DRAMA - HD - 7X90’ - 1982 -
ORIGINAL ENGLISH VERSION

S.G.C. - TITANUS - VIDES CINEMATOGRAFICA
COMEDY - CRIME - HD - 90’ - 1959

FIASCO IN MILAN
AUDACE COLPO DEI SOLITI IGNOTI
DIRECTOR: Nanni Loy
Starring: Vittorio Gassman, Renato Salvatori, 
Claudia Cardinale, Carlo Pisacane, 
Nino Manfredi, Vicky Ludovici
The gang’s first headline reads like this “Organized 
mobsters loot one hundred thousand dollars, disappear 
without trace”. But, in reality, the “mobsters” were a small 
group of friends looking desperatly for work. The whole 
operation is planned with infinite care and precision, 
and the hilarious gang takes off for Milan where they’ll 
pull off the job. Then everything starts going haywire. The 
Milanese is arrested for an old “job” he pulled off, and his 
place as chief of the outfit is taken over by Peppe...

THE LIFE OF VERDI
LA VITA DI VERDI
DIRECTOR: Renato Castellani
Starring: Ronald Pickup, Carla Fracci
The life, loves and works of Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901) 
are told against the backdrop of Italian unification. The 
stirring, thinly-veiled patriotism of the great composer’s 
operas frequently brought trouble from Austrian censors. 
In exchange, Verdi was extremely popular with his fellow 
Italians, though they did not hesitate to gossip about his 
affair with soprano Giuseppina Strepponi.
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RAI - ORTF - SANPAOLO FILMS - CINEPAT
FAMILY - FANTASY - CHILDREN - 120’ - 1970

TITANUS
COMEDY - CRIME - HD - 105’ - 1961

THE LADY KILLER 
OF ROME
DIRECTOR: Elio Petri
Starring: Marcello Mastroianni, 
Micheline Presle, Cristina Gaioni, Salvo Randone, 
Andrea Checchi, Francesco Grandjacquet
Alida, a beautiful and rich woman who is no longer young, 
is found murdered in her apartment. Suspicion falls on 
the man who had been her companion for some years, 
an antiquarian named Nello Polletti. In the course of only 
a few years, Nello has attained an enviable position. He 
has a store in the centre of town, he owns a car, he’s got 
money, and, what’s more, he’s got himself a lovely young 
girlfriend called Antonella...

L’ASSASSINO

PINOCCHIO
DIRECTOR: Luigi Comencini
Starring: Gina Lollobrigida, Nino Manfredi
This is the 360 minute version of “Pinocchio”, a co-
production of several European public TV networks Directed 
by Luigi Comencini, with Nino Manfredi as Geppetto, 
Andrea Balestri as Pinocchio and Gina Lollobrigida as the 
Fairy. The mini series consists of 6 episodes, each about 
60 minutes long. A charming, funny yet dark adaptation 
of Carlo Collodi’s story of Pinocchio. The basic plot will be 
familiar to anyone, but the story is much richer than other 
versions of the all time classic allowed for. The actors in 
this version are superb, particularly Manfredi as Geppetto 
and Franchi and Ingrassia as the Cat and the Fox.
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ISTITUTO LUCE 
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 1969

FILMTRE
COMEDY - HD - 120’ - 1984

KAOS
DIRECTORS: Paolo and Vittorio Taviani
Starring: Omero Antonutti, Ciccio Ingrassia, 
Franco Franchi
Pirandello’s Sicily seen through the eyes of the Taviani 
brothers. The magic, drama, misery and hope of an 
ancient land, give life to five stories imbued with a serene, 
sympathetic vision of mankind. A classic work, without 
boundaries of time.

CLOSED PAGES
DIRECTOR: Gianni Da Campo
Starring: Duilio Laurenti
The parents of the young Luciano Mainardi are to get 
divorced. Following a decision of his father, Luciano was 
educated in a religious school. Deprived of the affection of 
his mother, the child adapts to his new environment much. 
It contains about itself and attaches to any other student. 
Silent and walled in his suffering, the child undergoes 
further reprimands of concern only priests strict rules of 
discipline.

PAGINE CHIUSE
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CINECITTÀ LUCE
DRAMA - HD IN PROGRESS - 106’ - 1974

AGERTRE CINEMATOGRAFICA
DRAMA - HD - 100’ - 1983

THE NIGHT OF THE 
SHOOTING STARS
DIRECTORS: Paolo and Vittorio Taviani
Starring: Omero Antonutti, Margarita Lozzano
On a dark August night, a woman thinks back to the last 
days of the war, when the Germans occupied her mountain 
village and mined the houses. Some of the inhabitants, led 
by an old farmer called Galvano, set out to cross the enemy 
lines and join up with the Allies. After an arduous journey, 
during which they are helped by partisans and involved 
in hand-to-hand fighting with the fascists, Galvano and 
his party reach a village in noman’s-land. At dawn the 
Americans arrive. The nightmare of war is over. Well-fed 
and rested, the villagers return to what is left of their 
homes.

LA NOTTE DI SAN LORENZO

ALLONSANFAN
DIRECTORS: Paolo and Vittorio Taviani
Starring: Marcello Mastroianni, Lea Massari
Year 1861: the French Revolution is over and the Restoration 
begins. Fulvio, a revolutionary of noble descent, seeks 
refuge in his father’s house. The past is back to torment 
him: Fratelli Sublimi’s secret faction, wants to involve him 
in one last expedition. Disillusioned, he betrays them, but 
his betrayal backfires on him.
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CINECITTÀ LUCE
DRAMA - HD IN PROGRESS - 104’ - 1975

CINECITTÀ LUCE
DRAMA - HD IN PROGRESS - 129’ - 1974

THE LAST FOUR DAYS
MUSSOLINI ULTIMO ATTO
DIRECTOR: Carlo Lizzani
Starring: Rod Steiger, Franco Nero, 
Lisa Gastoni
April, 1945: With the Third Reich losing ground in the final 
months of World War II and the Allies pressing towards 
Italy, Fascist dictator Mussolini flees the wrath of his own 
people and heads for Switzerland with his mistress, Clara 
Petacci. Hunted by both the Americans and the partisans, 
Mussolini finds all avenues of escape blocked and is 
swiftly captured by the freedom fighters.

LIBERA AMORE MIO!
DIRECTOR: Mauro Bolognini
Starring: Claudia Cardinale, Adolfo Celi,  
Philippe Leroy, Bruno Cirino 
Libera Valente, a young Roman lady and an anarchist’s 
daughter during Fascism, creates embarrassment to her 
family due to her strong opinions. The encounter with a 
former army officer will cause her to be confined in Ustica.
She will go back to Modena during Fascism’s fall; she 
escapes again, and she will later reunite with her husband 
in prison, in the city of Padua.
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CINECITTÀ LUCE
DRAMA - HD - 140’ - 1989

RAI DUE
DRAMA - HD - 120’ - 1977

ENGLISH, ITALIAN, SPANISH SUBTITLES

MY FATHER, 
MY MASTER
DIRECTORS: Paolo and Vittorio Taviani
Starring: Omero Antonutti, Saverio Marconi
Winner of the 1977 Cannes Film Festival, this classic by the 
Taviani brothers is based on Gavino Ledda’s autobiography. 
Gavino is only six when his father hauls him out of school 
to herd sheep in the barren countryside. The father treats 
the child as his father treated him, making him live in a 
miserable shepherd’s hut. When the father orders Gavino 
to join the army, the boy learns a trade and discovers the 
outside world. Gavino Ledda eventually returned home, 
bested his father and got a university degree.

PADRE PADRONE

FRANCESCO
DIRECTOR: Liliana Cavani
Starring: M. Rourke, H. Bonham Carter 
A few years after his death, Clare and five of San 
Francesco’s first followers reconstruct his life, from 
youthful squandering to imprisonment during the war 
against Perugia, the renunciation of material goods to 
his decision to dedicate himself entirely to the poor and 
the leprous, the difficulty lobbying for Pope Innocenzo the 
Third’s approval of «the rule», up until the miracle of the 
stigmata and his death. 
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TITANUS
DRAMA - COMEDY - HD - 105’ - 1960

TITANUS
DRAMA - HD - 98’ - 1953

WITH THE SUN 
IN HER EYES
DIRECTOR: Antonio Pietrangeli
Starring: Gabriele Ferzetti, Irène Falter
It is the story of Celestina, a honest and simple-minded 
creature who from the native village comes to Rome and 
finds a job as a maid. In a very short period of time the 
goes from the house of a retired couple to the elegant 
surroundings of a grand household and then to the loud 
and vulgar surroundings of a family of wine merchants. And 
all along, through many a trying experience, she is followed 
by Fernando, a pumber who clumsily courtships her.

IL SOLE NEGLI OCCHI

THE JOB
DIRECTOR: Ermanno Olmi
Starring: Sandro Panzeri, Loredana Detto,  
Tullio Kezich
Domenico and Antonietta are two suburban Italian youths 
who meet while seeking “a job for life” from a big city 
corporation. After a bizarre screening process made up of 
written exams, physical agility exercises, and interview 
questions such as “Do you drink to forget your troubles?” 
(Domenico and Antonietta are no older than 17 or 18), they 
land jobs in the “Technical Division” and “Typing Services” 
respectively.

IL POSTO
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TITANUS
DRAMA - HD - 82’ - 1963

TITANUS
HORROR - HD IN PROGRESS - 88’ - 1975

SAVAGE THREE
DIRECTOR: Vittorio Salerno
Starring: Salvatore Boghese, Martine Brochard
The Savage Three are three young men, fresh into the 
world, who work together at a computer analysis company. 
All three appear to be calm, level-headed, well-educated 
young men with the world at their fingertips. They are best 
friends, working togther by day & playfully carousing at 
night. Dominated by the Ovidio, played by the handsome 
Joe Dallesandro, the three young men soon evolve from 
well-mannered professionals to violent criminals.

FANGO BOLLENTE

THE ENGAGEMENT
DIRECTOR: Ermanno Olmi
Starring: Carlo Gabrini, Anna Canzi
In the industrial North, Giovanni is a skilled factory worker 
offered a promotion if he’ll go to Sicily for 18 months to 
assist in a new department. His impending absence strains 
his already nearly wordless relationship with Liliana, his 
fiancée. They meet regularly at a dance hall and sometimes 
go riding on his motorcycle. We watch him arrive in Sicily, 
walk the town, live in a hotel, find lodgings, work, and 
participate in local events. It’s a solitary, melancholy life.

I FIDANZATI
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TITANUS
DETECTIVE - HD IN PROGRESS - 111’ - 1976

TITANUS
THRILLER - HD IN PROGRESS - 100’ - 1971

THE BLOODSTAINED 
BUTTERFLY

DIRECTOR: Duccio Tessari
Starring: Helmut Berger, Giancarlo Sbragia, 
Ida Galli
El Tigre and Don Pablo, the leaders of two bands, attact and 
seriously wound Cjamango stealing from him an enormous 
amount of gold which he had just won in a drammatic 
poker game. Miraculously healed, Cjamango decides to 
get back the gold. He returns to the Mexican village, meets 
and forms close ties with Manuel, a Mexican boy ostricized 
from everyone because it is feared he has the plague, 
he also meets Perla, and discovers that the glod is in the 
hands of El Tigre...

UNA FARFALLA 
CON LE ALI INSANGUINATE

THE BIG RACKET
DIRECTOR: Enzo G. Castellari
Starring: Fabio Testi, Marcella Michelangeli, 
Vincent Gardenia
Nico Palmieri is a police inspector who battles against 
hoodlums terrorising a sleepy Italian village, extorting cash 
from the locals.

IL GRANDE RACKET
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IIF - CLODIO CINEMATOGRAFICA - RIALTO FILM
THRILLER - HD IN PROGRESS - 102’ - 1971

ENGLISH, ITALIAN, FRENCH SUBTITLES

IIF - SELENIA CINEMATOGRAFICA
HORROR - HD IN PROGRESS - 92’ - 1981

ENGLISH, ITALIAN SUBTITLES

BLACK CAT
DIRECTOR: Lucio Fulci 
Starring: Al Cliver, Bruno Corazzari,
Mimsy Farmer
A bizarre old man orders a black cat, under hypnosis, to kill 
people. When a lady journalist becomes suspicious, the old 
man buries her alive, but the cat saves her. 

WHAT HAVE YOU 
DONE TO SOLANGE?
DIRECTOR: Massimo Dallamano
Starring: Fabio Testi, Karin Baal, 
Joachim Fuchsberger
A sex maniac kills a number of students at an English girls 
school. The fact that they all knew a certain Solange leads 
to the discovery of the unlikely killer.

COSA AVETE FATTO A SOLANGE?
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TITANUS
HORROR - HD - 119’ - 1985
ORIGINAL ENGLISH VERSION

RAI UNO, PEA, REVCOM FILMS, STELLA FILM
COMEDY - DRAMA - HD IN PROGRESS - 120’ - 1985
ENGLISH, ITALIAN, SPANISH SUBTITLES

GINGER AND 
FRED

Ginger and Fred, a former tap-dancing duo, meet up again 
when they are invited to take part in a popular TV show. 
Dazed by the unfamiliar world of television, they nervously 
go through their unforgettable routine, which meets with 
thunderous applause. A brief moment of triumph before 
they take leave of each other again, to sink back into 
obscurity. 

GINGER E FRED
DIRECTOR: Federico Fellini
Starring: Giulietta Masina, 
Marcello Mastroianni

CREEPERS
PHENOMENA
DIRECTOR: Dario Argento
Starring: Jennifer Connelly, 
Patrick Bauchau
Jennifer Corvino has had trouble with sleepwalking for some 
time. Her doctor said that it can develop a split personality. 
She discovers her alternate personality when she stays at a 
boarding school that was once the home a Richard Wagner. 
But someone has been killing the students, and it relates 
only indirectly to the criminal sanatorium nearby.
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TITANUS
COMEDY - ACTION - CRIME - HD - 115’ - 1973

TITANUS
HORROR - HD - 86’ - 1986

DEMONS
I DUE DEMONI
DIRECTOR: Lamberto Bava
Starring: David Edwin Knight, Nancy Brilli, 
Coralina Cataldi Tassoni, Bobby Rhodes, 
Asia Argento, Virginia Bryant
Several people are invited to join the opening of a new 
movie theatre. As the horror film shown to the guests gets 
more and more violent, the people start to transform one by 
one into bloodthirsty demons. The remaining guests begin 
the desperate battle for their lives.

FLATFOOT BIGFOOT
PIEDONE LO SBIRRO
DIRECTOR: Steno
Starring: Bud Spencer, Enzo Cannavale
Robbery, murder, suicide, blackmail, prostitution, you name 
it and, in twenty years of service on the Naples homicide 
squad, “Flatfoot” has dealt with it. Ever since unfortunate 
accident early in his career, Sebastian Rizzo, better known 
as “Flatfoot”, has refused to carry a firearm. As a result, the 
genial, good-hearted cop has earned himself the respect of 
the poor inhabitants of his neighbourhood.
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TITANUS
COMEDY - ACTION - HD - 118’ - 1978

TITANUS
COMEDY - ACTION - HD - 120’ - 1975

FLATFOOT 
GOES EAST

Piedone (Bigfoot) Rizzo is accused of drugs trafficking. 
In order to clear his name he has to find out who is the 
person, from a Mafia ring, who has infiltrated his police 
department.

PIEDONE A HONG KONG
DIRECTOR: Steno
Starring: Bud Spencer, Al Lettieri

FLATFOOT 
IN AFRICA
PIEDONE L’AFRICANO
DIRECTOR: Steno
Starring: Bud Spencer, Enzo Cannavale
Commissary Rizzo in Napoli gets a message from a 
policeman from South Africa who wants to meet him. 
Immediately before this meeting the South African 
policeman is killed. Dying he shows Rizzo a picture of his 
little son Bodo. Riyyo travels to Johannesburg to find out 
what the policeman was working on and to find Bodo.
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TITANUS
DRAMA - HD - 90’ - 1965

TITANUS
COMEDY - ACTION - HD - 107’ - 1980

FLATFOOT 
ON THE NILE
PIEDONE D’EGITTO
DIRECTOR: Steno
Starring: Bud Spencer, Enzo Cannavale
Police Commissioner Rizzo, Bigfoot (nicknamed ‘Piedone’) 
and Marshal Caputo go to Egypt and look for Professor 
Cerullo, who is missing. The professor has discovered an 
insect that can smell where oil is and lots of criminals are 
interested in it.

I KNEW HER WELL
IO LA CONOSCEVO BENE
DIRECTOR: Antonio Pietrangeli
Starring: Stefania Sandrelli, Mario Adorf,  
Ugo Tognazzi, Franco Nero
A naive and inexperienced provincial adapts to all jobs in 
the expectation of great occasion which opens the gates 
to cinema. Shift from a negative experience from the 
bed to the other one to the other collecting the bitterness 
disappointed and humiliated until they commit suicide.
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TITANUS
DRAMA - HD - 180’ - 1960

TITANUS
COMEDY - HD - 131’ - 1973

PROPERTY IS NO  
LONGER THEFT

The main character is a sort of modern times psychopathic 
robin-hood who works as a clerk in a bank, but is allergic 
to money! He is so exasperated that he decides that he 
must mine rich people’s private property in order to give a 
shock to their lives.. Between the world of Marxist idealism 
and pure delinquency, the whole story is fantastic and 
unreal, with references to Fromm’s “Life between having 
and being”.

LA PROPRIETÀ NON È PIÙ FURTO
DIRECTOR: Elio Petri
Starring: Flavio Bucci, Ettore Garofolo, 
Ugo Tognazzi

ROCCO AND HIS 
BROTHERS
ROCCO E I SUOI FRATELLI
DIRECTOR: Luchino Visconti
Starring: Alain Delon, Renato Salvatori, 
Annie Girardot
The widow Rosaria move to Milano from Calabria with her 
4 sons. In the beginning, the family has a lot of problems 
but everyone manages to find something to do. Simone is 
boxing, Rocco works in a dry cleaners, and Ciro studies. 
Simone meets Nadia, a prostitute, and they have a stormy 
affair. Then Rocco begins a relationship with her. A bitter 
feud ensues between the two brothers, which will lead as 
far as murder.
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TITANUS
HORROR - HD - 98’ - 1982

TITANUS
COMEDY - HD - 100’ - 1955

SCANDAL 
IN SORRENTO
PANE AMORE E...
DIRECTOR: Dino Risi
Starring: Vittorio de Sica, Sophia Loren
Former Marshal Carotenuto leaves the hill town of Sagliena 
and returns to his birthplace, Sorrento. His house is now 
inhabited by a young widow, Donna Sofia. Consequently, 
Carotenuto is forced to take up lodgings in the home of 
Donna Violante, a pious but pleasant young “old maid” who 
lives in mystic isolation. Mature and impenitent Don Juan 
is attracted to Donna Sofia.

TENEBRAE
TENEBRE
DIRECTOR: Dario Argento
Starring: Anthony Franciosa,
Giuliano Gemma
With Argento’s trademark visual style, linked with one of his 
more coherent plots, Tenebrae follows a writer who arrives 
to Rome only to find somebody is using his novels as the 
inspiration (and, occasionally, the means) of committing 
murder. As the death toll mounts the police are ever baffled, 
and the writer becomes more closely linked to the case 
than is comfortable. 
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TITANUS
HORROR - HD - 109’ - 1971

TITANUS
THRILLER - DETECTIVE - HD - 96’ - 1970

THE BIRD WITH  
CRYSTAL PLUMAGE

Sam, an American writer in Rome, witnesses a murder 
attempt on the wife of the owner of an art gallery by a 
sinister man but Sam is powerless to do anything as he 
gets trapped. The woman survives, the first surviving victim 
of a notorious serial killer. Sam decides to investigate on his 
own, turning up several clues that point in the direction of 
just one possible suspect. 

L’UCCELLO DALLE PIUME
DI CRISTALLO
DIRECTOR: Dario Argento
Starring: Tony Musante, Suzy Kendall

THE CAT O’ NINE 
TAILS
IL GATTO A NOVE CODE
DIRECTOR: Dario Argento
Starring: James Franciscus, Karl Malden, 
Catherine Spaak
Franco Arno is a blind man that lives with his young niece 
and makes a living writing crossword puzzles. One night 
he overhears a weird conversation in front of a medical 
institute where genetic experiments are performed. The 
same night someone breaks in the institute and kills a 
guard. Arno decides to investigate with the help of reporter 
Carlo Giordani.
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TITANUS
DRAMA - HD - 103’ - 1968

TITANUS
COMEDY - HD - 106’ - 1955

THE FRIENDS
LE AMICHE
DIRECTOR: Michelangelo Antonioni
Starring: Eleonaora Rossi Drago, 
Gabriele Ferzetti, Franco Fabrizi,
Valentina Cortese, Yvonne Furneaux,
Madeleine Fischer
Clelia is a career girl who has made a place for herself in 
the world. She is in Torino to set up and manage a new 
branch of the Rome fashion house for which she works. 
She becomes friend with several women, some good, some 
bad, some generous and some wicked.

THE GIRL WITH  
THE SUITCASE
LA RAGAZZA CON LA VALIGIA
DIRECTOR: Valerio Zurlini
Starring: Claudia Cardinale, Jacques Perrin,  
Gian Maria Volonté
Aida is a girl who’s never been lucky: she struggles to make 
a living by singing with a dance orchestra in a nightclub in 
Riccione; here she meets Marcello, a spoiled playboy who 
deludes Aida with promises he has no intention of keeping. 
She follows him to Parma, but once here he abandons her 
in the middle of the street. 
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TV SERIES – CRIME - MAFIA
10 SEASONS - 48 EPISODES – HD -
1984/2001

TITANUS
DRAMA - HD - 100’ - 1959

VIOLENT SUMMER

We are in Riccione in July of 1943. The war has not yet 
been felt here with any particular intensity. It is in this 
unreal atmosphere that Rossana falls in love with Carlo 
who, however, is attracted to an older woman, Roberta, the 
widow of an heroic Navy Officer. Despite the difference in 
ages, Roberta becomes a member of Carlo’s and Rossana’s 
group.

ESTATE VIOLENTA
DIRECTOR: Valerio Zurlini
Starring: Eleonora Rossi Drago,
Jean Louis Trintignant

THE OCTOPUS 1 -10
LA PIOVRA 1 - 10
DIRECTOR: Damiano Damiani, 
Florestano Vancini, Luigi Perelli,
Giacomo Battiato
Starring: Michele Placido, Raoul Bova, 
Anja Kling, Patricia Millardet, Remo Girone, 
Ennio Fantastichini, Vittorio Mezzogiorno, 
Florinda Bolkan
Still today “Octopus” is considered to be one of the most 
successful Italian television series worldwide. The series 
analyzes the tentacular insidiousness of organized crime 
involved in politics and public events during those years, 
much like an octopus. The series won tremendous critical 
acclaim and had a succession of various directors and 
musicians of the highest caliber, such as Ennio Morricone, 
Ritz Ortolani e Paolo Buinvino.
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